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following traffic

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. 49423 THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Thomas

Reinhardt, of 1769

Perry St., speeding, $15; John
Renkema, of 8460 112th Ave.,
Zeeland, speeding, $20; Marilyn
Smith, of 176% West 14th St.,
speeding,$15; Earle Tellman!
route 3, assured clear distance
$15; James Catchick, Grand
Rapids, no boat plate, $5; no
registration,$5.

Thomas

Lileias, Grand Rapids, missing life preserver, $5;

Tom Van Eenenaam, of

5988
Lakeshore Dr., missing preserver, $5; Arthur Lee Banks, of 3550

Beeline Rd., speeding, $15;
Henry Beelen, of 2503 160th Ave.,

nght of way, $15;

Virginia

Finck, of 320 West 17th
improper backing, $15

St.

Richard Oudersluys

Mrs.

ConstructiveBooster tor
Holland Since 1872

1970

§

PRICE TEN CENTS

On Present

''V
>

8th St. Site

Harvey J. Buter

•ft

Named
Chairman Of
Buter

Manager Has

New Apointment

Hope Drive

a

after receiving his bachelor’s de-

gree in chemistry from Hope
College. He is married to the
former Carol Klaasen of Holland, and they have four children - Thomas, 12; Susan, 11;
Mary Beth, 9 and Kathy, 3.

V

No

action was taken on
aligning with the Ottawa Inter- land
an- mediate School District in sharhead

Chemetron Corporation’s Chem-

William French, Kalamazoo, icals Group, the company
improper lane usage, $15; Judy nounced.
Oudersluys,born in WauwaGeerling, of 401 Howard, speed“f. f20’' J°hn Hoffman, of tosa, Wis., has been technical
168 Sornento Dr., speeding, $20- and efficiency coordinatorfor
Jean Horn, of 330 West 28th Chemetron’spigments plants
St speeding,$25; Darlene since mid-summer. Before that
Kolean, of 13877 Ridgewood, he had been productionmanaspeeding, $20; Merle Marsman, ger for four years at the HolAllendale, failure to stop for land pigments plant.
He joined Chemetron in 1961
school bus, $15.

Motor Express, Inc. will Bosman's office in
the 1970 Hope College Plans call for a
Community Campaign in Hol- proximately112 by

ing data processing services
with the Muskegon Intermed- land, ChancellorWilliam Van-

City Hall.
building ap100 feet cost-

ing about $605,000 complete,aliate Areas School District.The der Lugt announces.
though some alternates may revote was 3-3 with John Weeber,
The campaign, which will beJames Lamb and James Prins gin Thursday, Nov. 19, will be duce this figure. Estimated cost
dissenting. Favoring the mea- part of a concerted effort in : of the building only is $439,700.

-

sure were Mrs. Mackenzie, western Michigan communities It would replace an old strucCharles Bradford and John to raise $100,000 for capital
ture in service for many years.
Keuning. Robert Gosselar was , development and special probuilding was "modernizabsent The matter may be con- j grams which are not fundedThis
,..
SJdered again
through the colleges regular ed in a WPA P™**1 m the
The school administration was operational
1930's when a brick facade was
authorized to prepare a propoThe support given by the added.
sal to be submittedto the Michcommunity of Holland to Hope
City Manager William L. Bopf
igan Departmentof Education annuallymeans as much to the
on providing a bilingual pro- college as the equivalent of said property has been acquired
amounting to just over one
gram the second semester in $1,000,000in endowment.
acre to house not only the police
three kindergartensin Lincob,
Leading businessmen and repWashington and Federal Schools. resentativesof college staff building but a new district court
Curriculum Director Gardner will join in the solicitationef- for Ottawa county. The Ottawa
Wieringa said the local district fort on the morning of Nov. 19 County Board of Commissionhas a relatively large Spanish and call on the business and ers has approved the site but
has made no decision on where
American population and many industrial community.
the court building will be placchildren entering kindergarten
A kick-off breakfast will be
have limited skills in English. held in Phelps Hall at 7:30 ed. One plan calls for placing
the building immediatelyto the
The proposaltentively calls for

,

.

later.

budget.
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and Another
havin* aplaces
^venth
entrance
j, St
on

imrL0rJiVe h?‘ft.irne bilinfSUal“Uined at that time and pros- Eighth St. to the east on the
present parking lot. County
Margie Toole, of 558 West 22nd
leaders also are considering
St., red light, $15; Marvin Vanschools. They would teach
placing
a branch sheriff’s office
den Bosch, of 10336 Holiday Dr.,
Spanish to the English speaking
LAWRENCE
in the new court building. An
children as well as teaching
violation of license restriction,
underground tunnel would con$15; Jack Van Voorst, West 36th football team finished its sea- English to the Spanish speaking
nect the court building with the
son
on
a
sorry
note
as
they
fell children.
St., speeding, $25; Kenneth
police building.
Vohlken, of 148 East 21st St., to Lawrence, 34-8 here Friday Supt. Ihrman said the DepartPlans drafted by toe architecment of Education has approvright of way, $15.
night.
tural
firm of Kammeraad,
Dorothy Wiersma, of 1174 However, the Indians of first ed Holland’s1970-71 application
Stroop and Vander Leek, call
for
reading
centers
and
will
proSouth Shore Dr., right of way,
year Coach Jack Lampen im- vide $60,985 for this service.
ZEELAND — The following for a buildingone floor and
$15; Rodney Wilson, Wilmette,
proved on their 1-5-1 mark of
NEW POLICE BUILDING - Here is a proOttawa Intermediate Supt. Zeeland High School students basement incorporating the latcourt building which will be erected on the
111., speeding, $15; Julie Worklast year by finishing with a Roger Troupe in a communicaest
in communications and seposed
plot plan for Holland's new police
were named to the honor roll
police site, but not necessarily on Seventh
ing, of 3 East 15th St., speedcurity measures. It would have
5-2 record in the Al-Van League tion commended Holland teachfor the Sept. 8 through Oct. 23
headquarterswhich will occupy the present
St. An underground tunnel will connect the
ing, $25; William Diemer, Paw
which was good enough for a ers for assisting in the recent marking period.
enclosed parking for 16 police
police site on West Eighth St. The new
Paw, missing life preserver, $5. second place finish.
two buildings. This sketch shows only part
cars in the basement level, and
deaf and hard - of - hearing conSeniors: Terry Bartels. Susan
building would run about 112 feet along
Roger Bussies, of 261 West
of the site of approximatelyone acre. There
Lawrence tied with Lawton ference, and also expressed his Bazan. Lana Becker, Peggy ample reception area, offices, a
Eighth St. (bottom) and 100 feet deep.
28th St., speeding,$20; Janet for the championship with idenwill be parking areas for some 70 cars.
pleasure at seeing and hearing Bennett. Shelly Bletsch, Lois cellblock for 12, and other
Cuperus, of 298 East 14th St., tical 6-0-1 marks. Lawton ripUpper
building is the proposed new county
the Holland Mardrigalsper- Boer, Bill Borst, Kathy Boss, areas for police functions.
speeding, $15; Herbert Dershem, ped Gobles. 52-18 to tie the form.
Among alternates under conElaine Brummel, Marcia Cotts,
of 54 Bellwood, right of way, Tigers for the crown Friday.
Building and Grounds Chair- Chris De Vries. Cliff Essen- sideration are an underground r.\,: --------- $15; Robert De Vries, of 75%
Saugatuck took the opening man John Weeber thanked all burg, Debbi Fisher. Judy Gar- shooting gallery, and a second
West 17th St., speeding, $20; kickoff and marched right down persons assisting in the cleanup velink. Laurie Harkema, Lynn floor shell.
Earl Dykhuis, route 5, speed- to score to only have the ap- of water - logged Junior High Headly, Roger Helder.
The police area of the existing
ing, $20; Leon Forbes, Buch- parent TD called back because Oct. 31 after a two - inch water
building will remain in use durAlso, Mike J a c o b s y, Dick
anan. speeding, $15.
of a holding penalty and Law- pipe ruptured. He mentioned the Kamps, Patti Kraak, Eleanor ing the construction of the new
Loren Godfrey, of 1980 Drift- rence took advantage of the custodians, clerks, teachers, Kramer, Kathy Lemmen, Mar- building. The fire section would
wood, speeding, $15; Jerry Ham- break by scoring three quick professional cleaning establish- cia Loedeman. Joni Mason, be demolished to make room
berg, of 729 Central Ave., stop touchdowns and added another ments and board members in Deni Mehrtens, Russ Overweg, for the new structure which will
sign, $10; Raymond Jackson, on a pass interception to hold a the mopping up operations. He Nancy Prince, Dave Pyle, Mike cover the area of the present
East 13th St., imprudent speed, commanding26-0 lead at the said another leak four or five Ruch, Jan R u f f n e r, Mary fire building and property now
days later was less serious and Schipper.Steve Stegeman. Di- occupied by two homes to the
$15; Sandra Johnson, of 308 West half.
said
a number of pipes has ane Strowenjans,Mike Timmer, west.
“I’m real proud of all my
15th St., speeding,$20; Gerrit
Bopf said the city has acquirKiekintveld, of 186 East Ninth players.They were great for been replaced.
Bill Timmer. Linda Vander
us this season and I’m already He also said the Citizens Ad- Velde, Belinda Veenstra. Neal ed thi'ee houses on Seventh St.
St., right of way, $15.
John Kleyn, East 13th St., lookbg ahead to next year,” visory Committee has recom- Verwys, Lori Vis, Barbara and is negotiating for a fourth.
mended two new junior high Vredeveld, Barbara Wielenga This would allow adequate
speeding,$15; Lino Lopez, of said a proud Lampen.
space for both structures and
Dennis Johnson tallied the buildings of 900 students each and Phil Wielenga.
304 West 14th St., improper lane
in
the
east
and
west
sections
of
Juniors listed are: Dirk parking for some 70 vehicles.
usage. $20; Juanito Martinez, of only Saugatuck score and also
Bopf said Holland’s share in
the city and recommended that Borst, Mary Borst. Mary Bras,
ran
in
the
PAT
in
the
third
14053 Quincy, imprudent speed,
committees be named for build- Jack Brummel, Bonnie ’ Burke, the new complex would properiod.
$20; Ethel Niewenhuis, of 28
ings, sites, finances, curriculm Kenneth De Bruyn, Kimberly bably be financed through HoiEast Main, Zeeland, right of
study, public informationand De Jonge, Tom Dekker, Calvin land's new building authority
way, $15; Jack Otten, of 660
facilityuse.
De Roo, Debra De Weerdt, Judy which is holding its first meetMyrtle, speeding. $15; Ranee Four Boys, Three Girls
Board President James O. Englesman,Kent Engle, Nor- ing tonight.Financing likely
Overbeek, Macatawa, assured Listed at Hospitals
Lamb said the board would man Garvelink,Judy Gorter, would be a 26-year revenue bond
clear distance, $15.
issue calling for $50,000 to
There
are
five new babies to study the Universityof Michi- Dennis Graveling, Marsha
Wendee Sage, of 349 West 31st
$60,000
to be paid each year
gan
report
on
the
junior
high
Hulst, Charles Janssen. Jean
report from Holland Hospital
St., speeding, $35; Dean Slager,
on principle and interest.
situation
and
prescribe
some
Jungling,
Kathy
Kamps,
Rosand two from Zeeland Hospital.
.Mu*
of 444 Riley, speeding, $15; GorHolland Hospital births on areas of study before he will ap- anne Kloosterman.Janet Knap, The Council committee on
don Sterk, of 688 South Shore
WILL RAZE FIRE STATION
The fire
station entrance will be demolished along
planning consisted of Lou HalDonna Komejan, Bill Kraak.
Monday included a daughter point- the committees.
Dr., speeding, $27.50; Benjamin
station which adjoins the police station on
lacy, chairman. Elmer Wissink
No
action
was
taken
on
an
ofwith the house at left and one more house
Also
Brenda
Le
Poire.
Sherry
born to Mr. and Mrs. Dale De
Tolodziecki,Wyoming, speeding,
West Eighth St. will be razed to make room
fer from Donald Grevengoed for Le Poire, Fred Louis. Michael and Robert Dykstra, assisted by
to the west. Estimated cost of the new poRidder, 7769 22nd Ave., Jenison;
$15; Phillip Ulbery, Jenison,
Bopf, Lt. Ernest Bear and forfor the proposed new police station. The
lice building is $439,700 for the building
a daughter Tanya Dee, born to toe propertyat 78 West 15th St Machiela,Pam Machiela, Linda
speeding, $15; Norman Rozema,
for $15,800.
Pluister, James Pyle, Denise mer Police Chief Les Van Bevesection of the buildingleft of the police
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Vander Pop(Sentinel photo)
of 9212 Perry, Zeeland, impropMrs. Mackenzie said the com- Rediger, Elaine Straight, Val- ren.
pen, 4422 132nd Ave., Hamilton;
er lane usage, $15.
Mayor Bosnian said the couna son, Courtney William, born mittee on the evaluation of erie Ten Brink, Barbara Town‘brothers.Earl of California;
Jerry Van Dam, of 224 West
teachers has met to study such send, Laura Vander Weide, ty committee studying the court
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ford,
Joseph of Grand Haven and Edbuilding
has
planned
a
meeting
17th St., right of way, $15; Denevaluationand concluded such Sharon Van Netten, Debra
541 Elm Dr.; a son, Brendt
, ward and Robert of Muskegon;
action is not the duty of the Veldman, Joann Wielenga,Lyd- with architects next Monday.
nis Vander Ploeg, of 82 East
Alan, born to Mr. and Mrs. Cur! and several nieces and nephews.
30th St., speeding,$20; Roger tis Baldwin, 57 West Central board but of the administration, ia Wielenga, Michelle Yerkey, Lawrence A. Wade of Holland
; Services will be held Saturis
a
member
of
this
committee.
and
the
work
is
being
done
satisVan Hekken, of 379 Chippewa, Ave., Zeeland.
Jody Zuverink, Scott Zuverink
day at 10 a m. at St. Francis
Bopf
said
the
detective
bureau
factorily
by
principals
at
the
speeding, $15; Ronald Visser, of
and Mary Zwiers.
A son, Edward Booth III, was
| de Sales church with Msgr. J.
648 Sherwood,speeding. $15; born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. present time. She said, however, Sophomores on the honor roll which currently occupies space
A. Moleski officiating Burial
on the second floor over the fire
that the committee would be
Faith Walcott, Allendale, speedEdward Davidson,235 Siesta meeting again and would be re- are: Lu Ann Beltman. Ruth station likely will be moved to
Boer Beverly Boersen, Jan
ing, $20; Rose Welters,of 223 Ave.
William N. Shappee, 37, of accidentscene after her
^ 111 ,)|1^rimHome Ceme"
studying the University of Mich- Brouwer, Judy Darbee. John one of the existing houses dur- 14111 Ridgewood Drive, return- band had been taken
North Ottawa, Zeeland speed,'V;;
Births in Zeeland Hospital inigan report as well as studying Dykema, Lynne Fleser, Ruth ing construction.The West ing home from a bowling event Shappee. father of two chiling, $15.
clude a son, Brian Lee, born evaluationin districtsof simiFranken, Linda Hop, Ellen Eighth St. fire company recent- in Grand Haven where he work-1 dren. is the 27th trafficfatality v
John Getz, of 185 Oakwood Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
FHdfvMmm
lar
size. Serving with Mrs. Hulst, Linda Kamps, Lois ly moved to modern new quar- ed. was fatally injured at 12:01 this year in n„,wa countv,
7 ^ 0 ,
Dr., no boat registration, $5; Olund, 8527 88th Ave., Zeeland;
ters in the industrialpark area,
a.m. today when the car he compares with 35 deaths re- 1,}°
P^',^?ke
Emil Vander Vate, of 754 First f. daughter,Amy Jo, born to- Mackenzie on the committee are Klomp, Jan Kooiman, Cal LemRobert Gosselar, Dr. Prins and men, Bill Maat, Darcy Prince, financed through the city's capi- was driving went out of con- corded on this date in
Frida>
Ave., excessive wake, $15; John •lay to Mr. and Mrs. James
John Weeber.
Mary Pyle, Ron Rozema, Patti tal improvementfund.’ mostly trol along 136th Ave., hit
Shappee was employed
p'm'
DeFeyter, of 303 West 19th St., Blood, 262 Taft St., Zeeland.
The board approved the ap- Slagh, Joel Sweet, Linda Tim- financed by profits of the city cement culvert and overturn-Gardner-Denver Co. in Grand
assured clear distance, $15;
pointment of Mrs. Marcia De mer, Kathy Venema, Rich Wal- light plant.
Haven and was a member of Hits Police Cruiser
Elaine De Weerdt, route 3,
Young as elementary physical ters and Sally Wiersma.
Ottawa county sheriff’sdenu- toe firm's bowling team.
Michael A. Bush. 18, of 5
speeding, $20; Marcia De Young, Two Cars Collide
education teacher and Mrs. Ninth graders listed include: Three Unusual Films
ties said the impact ripped tne Korean War veteran, Shappee North River Ave., was cited for
of 140 Sunset Dr., speeding, $15.
Melvin H. Gautheir, 54, of Kendra Rose in special educa- Kris Baar, Patti Beltman, Jeff
engine from the car and tossed; was past Grand Knight of conn- failure to maintain an assured
Set at Herrick Library
730 Park, was cited by Ottawa tion. Both are Hope College
Boes, Terry Bosch, Dennis Danthe motor 33 feet from where cil 2975, Knights of Columbus dear distance after the car he
Lidia Stillwell, director of county sheriffs deputies for in- graduates.
iels, Phyllis De Roo. Diane En
Three films will be shown at the car came to rest. Shappee. in Grand Haven, serving a was driving struck the rear of
the Robart School in West Olive, terfering with through traffic
The meeting lasted an hour gelsraan, Carol Geurink,Cheryl this evening’s Library Film alone in the vehicle, was found second term as second vice
a police cruiser operated by
led a workshop session titled after the car he was driving and 40 minutes. The invocation
Graveling, Jeff Machiele, Linda Program at the Herrick Public in the wreckage.
chairman
of
the
Ottawa
County
Gene Geib, 41, of 234 Brooklane,
“Severely Multiply Handicap- and one operated by Paul T. was given by Charles Bradford.
Smith,
Kathy Telgenhof, Eric Library.
„
,
Deputies said toe* auto' skid- Red Cross and was a member Monday at 5:45 p.m. Both were
ped” at the second annual fall Cheff, 65, of 186 South Division,
Verhagen and Debby Vrede- Open to toe public and be- ded sideways about 250 feet be- of toe Holiday Squares square heading east on Eighth St. and
conference of the Michigan Stu- collided Tuesday at 11:04 am.
Dr. Murray Klamkin of Ford veld.
ginning at 7:30 p.m. will be fore striking three mailboxes dance club.
toe cruiser was stopped in trafdent Council for Exceptional at North River Ave. and How- Motor Co. Research Labora“The Aged Land,” an insight and the culvert in the drive- Survivors in additionto his fic when struck from behind.
Children held Saturday at ard Ave. Gautheir was south- tory will present two lectures
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Den into the modern Greek person- way of a home at 4241 136th
wife, Shirley, are one son, DanGrand Valley State College.
bound on River while Cheff was at Grand Valley State College Uyl, 1005 West 14th St., Marysality in relation to its ancient Ave., three-tenthsof a mile iel, a daughter, Dorothy, both
heading east on Howard.
Monday Duplicate Bridge
Monday for all those interested ville, Mich., announce the birth heritage.
north of Quincy St.
Pvt. James C. Dekker, 272%
at home; parents Mr. and Mrs. Club winners include Mrs. Ray
in the Helds of mathematics of a son on Wednesday in St.
“Sled Dog Race” is set at
Shappee was dead on arrival Howard Shappee of Grand Strengholt and Mrs. Ray WagWest 10th St., and Pvt Alberto
Red Cross volunteers who and science. At 10 a.m.. room Mary’s Hospital,Port Huron. the
annual Laurentian Snow at Holland Hospital. He suffer- Haven; four sisters, Mrs. EdChavez, 128 Reed Ave., have visited the Michigan Veterans 176 Lake Michigan Hall, he will
enveld, first p Mrs. Ruth Newell
Mrs. Den Uyl is the former Festival at St. Agathe, Quebec,
ed a broken neck and compound ward (Mary Jane) Blandin of and Mrs. Roger Beckman,
been assigned as Army pri- Facility in Grand Rapids Wed- talk on “The Philosophy and
Phyllis Smith, daughter of part of it being the Internation- fractures of the upper left leg,
vates in the Fort Knox, Ky., jjesday and did mending include Applications
Sparta, Mrs. Kenneth (Sally) second; Mrs. Robert Gonder
Transform Judge and Mrs. Raymond L.
al Sled Dog Derby.
deputies said.
training center where they will
Shuk of Berea, Ohio; Mrs. John and Mrs. Ford Berghorst, third.
Smith of Holland. The paternal
The final film, “The Moebius
Deputies said Shappee’swife, (Betty) Parsons of Grand The group meets every Monday
be members of Company E, 13th Allie Vander Werf, Lillian Van Mackinaw Hall, on “Ae Art
of. grandparentsare Mr. and Mrs. Flip,” explores every aspect
Shirley, was followingin an- Haven and Mrs. Otto (Peggy) at 10:45 a.m. at the Wooden
Battalion) 4th Brigade.
Harn and Lenore
I Problem Solving,”
‘George Den Uyl, all of Holland, of skiing.
other car ant^ came upon the Schultz of Grand Havenj four Shoe Motel
speeding, $20.

*ii
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New District Court
Katherine Mackanzie, Charles
Will Be Nearby But
Bradford and John Keuning.
No Final Site Chosen
The committee worked with
Supt. Donald L. Ihrman and
Plans for Holland's new police
Buildings and Grounds Supt.
station to be erected on the preEdward Prins, and also sent
Richard C. Oudersluys has authorities to Lansing to check
sent site on West Eighth St. |
been appointedmanager of the on current laws governing
Harvey J. Buter. vice-presi-were unveile(J at
conschool transportation.
Huntington pigments plant in
dent, sales and service of Hoi- ference toda.v in Mayor Nelson

Local Chemetron

.

Keith Nelson, Fremont, red
light, $15; Harlan Overweg, of
1055 Lincoln Ave., improper
backing, $15; Jimmy Plooster,
of 105 River Hills Dr., speeding, $20; Robert Poll, of 707
Aster, improper signal, $10;
Rosetta Prewitt, of 175 Highland, speeding,$15.
Jose Rodriquez,of 255 West
15th St., stop sign, $15; John
Roger, Grand Rapids, speeding
$15; Glenn Smeltzer of 110 West
20th St. improper backing, $15;
Henry Teune, of 506 Huizenga,
Zeeland, red light, $15; Gerald
Tillema, of 149 West 37th St.,

study committee were

•-

Will Build

sented to Holland school district voters soon, a transportation study ccommittee headed by
Dr. James Prins, informed the
Board of Educationat its monthly meeting Monday night in Holland High Library.
The amount of the millage
will be determinedby the board
within 30 days, Dr. Prins added. Serving with him on the

trict Court:

A

Draft Initial Plans
For Police Station

A transportation millage proposition is expected to be pre-

fines

have been paid in Holland Di*
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Committees Announced
For 'Another

Church

Community Day

High
p.m.

20, in Holland Christian

Engaged

Selected as stage

I

y
K

j

manager is

Tom Hoeksema who

be

will

'

as-

by a crew consisting of
Steve Brieve, Dale Haverdink,
Mary Kamphuis, Mark Helder,
Jan Wiersma, Kevin Kruithof,
Vicki Zuverink, Sandy Dozeman
and Shirley Hekman.
Meribeth Batema heads the
properties committee which consists of Marge Gebben, Linda
Witteveen, Lisa Vander Poppen,
sisted

#

Van

Gwen Rypma and Barb

Dragt. The publicity committee
is headed by Sandi Deters who
is assisted by Pat Hoffmeyer,
Linda Tinholt and Donna dipping. On the committee who
are presently making plans for
the printed programs are Laurey Wyma, chairman, assisted
by Sue Frens, Lynda Sluiter and
Mary Poppema. Heading the ticket committee is Beverly Mulder with Diane De Frell, Pat
Miss Jane Ann De Jonge
Garten, Carol Jager, Judy Vanj
rv
der Meer and Jan Wolters asJonge s.sting, Wanda Grotenhuis is
of 2o3 West 28th St announce chairman of (he make.up com.

tn

^

BACK HOME

grandson of
and Mrs. are Nancy Genzink,Kathy Por,
Charles Lumbert of 115 East Bonny Nyhof, Sharon Boven,
15Ul

A

st-

f

June wedding is

Following

Mrs. Roger De Waard, is
home on a 14-day leave.
Seaman De Waard was

the engagement of their daugh- mjttee. Readying the cast memter, Jane Ann. to Robert Bam, bers for their stage entrances

Mr

-

11 weeks of basic training
with the Tiger company,
Seaman Apprentice Roger
De Waard, son of Mr. and

i

w

sworn in on Aug. 5 during
ceremonies preceding t h e
Detroit - Washington baseball game. In the short span
of their recruit training,
Company 296 accumulated
29 competitive flags. He
will report to Co. SSC. NTC.
Bainbridge, Md. for 16
weeks of class A Radioman
School following his leave.

Mary Schipper, Jean Prins, Pam
and

being Wingate. Connie Rhoda

planned.

Karen Tucker. Sandi Smith,
Sandy Hop, Barb Topp and
Kathy Hulst comprise the costumes committee with Ann Telgenhof as chairman.
A team of eight ushers will
function on the two evenings of
the production. Head usher Lyn
Mannes will be assisted by Lavonne De Frell, Linda Baker,

Diane Dodd, Joanne

Women

Observe World

Language
School auditorium, at 8

NEWS, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

The Holland Area Council of
Church Women United held its
annual World Community Day
on Nov. 6 at Central Park Reformed Church.
Theme for the day was “The
Key for Tomorrow: Education.” Mrs. Hugh Qverholtpresided at the afternoon program
which featured a panel discussion by educators, moderated
bv WilU
William “
Paarlberg,director
of Christian Education at Hope
Reformed Church.
Mrs. Dorothy Cecil, director
of the Holland Day Care Centers
spoke of the strides that have
been made in the 4ft years the
centers have been in operation.
She explained some of the activities a child would engage in
during a typical day and the

aims of meeting the

child’s

needs, emotionally, physically,
socially and intellectually.

Mrs. Betsy Paarlberg, teacher
of the oral - deaf at Jefferson
School, through the use of posters and displays, explained the
various types of children enroll-

ed in the special education programs in the county. There are
3,400 children in 96 programs in
the county, which represents 86
per cent of those needing these
services, according to Mrs.
Paarlberg, who also reviewed
possible expansionplans for the
program.
John Dyksterhouse,coordinator of adult education for the
Holland Public Schools explained some of the courses offered
in adult classes and the vast
amount of planningwhich goes
into making the program successful.

Lewis Weeber, coordinator of
educationfor the Mental Health
Clinic spoke on “What Is Mental Health?” and also mentioned the two new programs regarding drug abuse and suicide

Polet,

Gayle De Leeuw, Ann Koning,
Linda Lubbers and Norwegian
Exchange Student Ingvild Myrvang. Eileen Dozeman and
Karen Sparks will serve as book
holders and Dave Beagle is in
charge of lights and Dennis Vander Ploeg of sound. Janice Brink

prevention.
.A question and answer period
followed each panel member’s
talk.

is assisting with rehearsals.

An offering was taken to help

“Another Language" by Rose

finance adult education programs in counties where women

Franken is a comedy drama
which speaks to

this generation.

IN HAWAII - OT-2
Miss Mart|e Bertsch

Tyink stationed at Barbers
Point, Hawaii, has recently
been promoted to his present rank while stationed
there. Tyink is an Oceano-

Five Plead

Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch,
Jr., of 149 Crestwood Dr., Holland, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Martje Ann,
to Karl Zahlmann Nadolsky, son
of Mr and Mrs. Sidney Nadolsky of 1036 Giddings, Grand

To Drug Law

graphic Technician

GRAND HAVEN -

Five per-

sons charged with drug law

Miss Bertsch is a student at violations, including three aporeMichigan State Imversity and hended in Holland, appeared bewill receive her degree n ele- fore Ottawa Circuit Court Judge
mentary education in Jur.c. Mr. Raymond L. Smith Monday
Nadolsky is a senior at Hope Entering pleas of innocent to
College and is affiliatedwith charges of illegal sale of narthe Omicron Kappa Epsilon fra- cotics but guilty to charges of
ternity. He will graduate in possession of narcotics were
June with a major in biology Paul Vanden Berg, 19, of 118
and a secondary teaching cer-’West 18th St.; Richard Lightfoot, 18, of 532 Central Ave
A Dec. 29 wedding is being and Ralph Todd. 26, route 1,

of Mr. and Mrs.

Gerrit

Loedeman of Hamilton and

|

.

2nd

class petty officer. He is
married to the former Ruth
Loedeman of Hamilton and
the couple have one son,
Douglas. Mrs. Tyink and
son are living with him in
Hawaii. She is the daughter

Violations

Rapids.

Philip

Mr. Tyink's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Russ Tyink. route
1 Holland.OT-2 Tyink is a
Hamilton High School graduate.

—

ternoon.Mrs. Fanny Zuverink ce. an(^ ^awa county sherand Mrs. Ella Ter Haar. the ! lff s dePuties
month followprogram committee, were in !n^ a ^ree ' mon^ investigacharge and had devotions. Mrs.
„
Russel Nor den, missionary
Grand
home on furlough from Japan ,hoVe_n' P^aded innocent to a
told of thp work thorp and chow. . ar^e 0 •Hogal sale of marijuana. Bond of $1,000 was coned slides.

^

j

c. >
Spffi

^’

.

r,

World Community Day committee members were: Mrs.
Harry Bakker, Central Park
Reformed, Mrs. A1 Riemersma,
Reformed; Mrs. Hugh Overholt,
Zion Lutheran; Miss Ruth
Smith, The Salvation Army;
Mrs. Robert Karle, First Reformed and Mrs. Warren Veurink, Hope Reformed.

^

y

,

^“ec'

i“cing

h:
Bond was set
Van Dam. Mrs Will Vander, Pilcher and Shepherd w e r e
Kolk and Mrs Joe Eermsse ac- arrestedby State Police last
compamed by Mrs. Sybrandt De week in connection with a breakHoop provided special music. up 0f an alleged dope peddling
Mrs. Will \ ander Kolk. Mrs. ring in the Grand Haven area.
Jake De Witt and Mrs. Frieda The average sleeper changes
W'abcke served
Mrs. Jean H

lunch.
e y b o e

r

and

West Olive
AT NORFOLK

,

-

Seaman
apprenticeDavid Lee Wolters, US. Navy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J.

his
the

ed, with the exception of treas-

officer of the

urer; Harry Weener won by a
margin of 30 votes over his
write-in opponent,John Essenberg, who has served the township for the past five years.
Mrs. Franklin Veldheer,Mrs.
Grace Nienhuis and Mrs. Myron
Veldheer were visitors at the
home of Mrs. Henry Smith on
Beeline Rd., Thursday after-

was home on a 14-day leave
after completing 11 weeks
basic training at Great

times during an eight • hour
night.

Lakes,
leave

111. Following

he

reported

commanding

Forest Grove

to

scmce. Sunday evemns church
U.S.S. Independence homeMission and Aid Society
ported at Norfolk,Va. He
. plans
The Heralders Quartet from
left Monday.
to meet Thursday at 2 p m The Grand Rapids gave a program
roll call word is “Thankful.
to an overflow crowd at the
Forest Grove church on Sunday
The Rev Edward Grant will
enter Butterworth Hospital on
The North Holland Guild for
Tuesday.
Early
. I Christian Service held its quarMiss Cindy Muilenberg me ter, meeti last Tu(?sd

.

North Holland

Probe Cause Of

Morning

,

I

a car accidentin Forest night Mrs Carlton Brouwe/>
Blaze in Office
..rove sheanng off a telephone presjdent) conducted the meetHolland firemen today
pole in front^ of the home of jng The devotionswere given
vestigated the cause of a fire
morning at
\jrs jack Nieboer, Sr. Specin a doctor's office at 451 WashMr and Mrs Ben De Vries jai music was presented bv a
inglon Ave. at 2:35 a m today
gave a talk to the school chil- flute trio, Patty Tenckinck,
that caused considerable smoke
dren in the elementary school Janice Rouwhorst, and Jean
damage to an adjoining furnion India on
Brouwer accompanied by Mrs.
ture store.
On Monday, the Ottawa Coun- Henry Tenckinck. Mrs. Bastian
No injuries were reported in
ty Sheriff Department gave a Kruithof gave a book review on
the fire at the offices of Dr.
talk for the children. “The First Circle,” by AlexanKenneth Clark, D. C., at WashLast Friday evening a fare- dra Solzhcuitsyn.The social hour
ington Square.
well party was given in the was in charge of the “Guild
Firemen were summoned afMr. and Mrs. Ben De Members Only” with Mrs. Ruster a Holland nolice officer on 1 Hal1 for Mr ana Mrs- Ken ue MemDers umy" Wlin Mr:
with

|

7:30.
Tuesday.

are
wastebasand

patrol no
iced smoke comine
noticed
coming
from the office. Fire officials
said the fire was believed to
have started near a
ket in a
office.

room

at the rear of

ynes who
to Zee- se!l Veld^r- chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grit, Bill,
land, and for Mr. and Mrs.
Doug Sprik who have moved to Debbie, and Jeff returned SaturHamilton and a welcome
for day night after spending the
...........
week visiting Mr. and Mrs.
the •
^°hert Van Dam
who are living in Forest Grove John Grit, in Roaring River, N.

Police said they had called
Dr. Clark to the office at 11:10
.m. after a rear door was
lround unlocked. The doctor and
police searched the office before the door was secured.
About three hours later the
fire was discovered.
Damage estimates were not
immediately available. Firemen
said smoke damage to Schippers FurnitureStore, 447 Washington Ave., was extensive. Fire
damage was confined to the
office room.

following their recent marraige.

C

The Home

Extension Club
will meet next week Thursday
evening Nov. 19 at 7:45 p.m.
The lesson is on “Bereavement
—A Family Crisis.”
At the election Tuesday 606
persons cast their ballots out of
722 registered voters. All the
township officers were elect-

Wolters of route 3, Holland,

his position nearly three dozen

daughtersDawn and Laurie
accompaniedby Mrs. Lucille
Boss provided special music

clothing

blankets.

10cn.'
„ even 7’

'Tsr

treasurer.

and blankets for Church World
Sendee.
Clothing made for African
children by
V....U.V.U
uj the
me women
wumeii ui
of nope
Hope
Church were on display. Other
members churches gave $3 gift
certificatesfor the purchase of

Vriesland

tinued.

officers installed for the

poundage on donated

All were to appear Nov. 23
for sentencing. Bonds for Lightfoot and Todd were set at $1,000
while Vanden Berg's was $500.
The three were among seven
Sewing Guild had its 56th anpersons
by
Holland
nual meeting last Thursday af-r
----apprehended
.....
-j —
*******

i

New

coming year are: Mrs. Howard
Maatman, president; Mrs. Millard De Weerd, first vice - president; Mrs. Verne Barkel, second vice - president; Mrs. Warren Veurink, secretary;Mrs.
Robert Sandy, treasurer and
Mrs. Virgil Harper, assistant

at the luncheonwill be used for

Zeeland.

was

Officers and committee chairtheir annual reports.

men gave

host church. The offering taken

.

Mrs. Henrv Mollema who
.he pastor's wife here a. the
time the society was organized „i,.
spoke a few words. Fr, ends and

votions.

A sacrificialluncheon at noon
was served by members of the

'

planned.

have been denied the opportunity of an education as children.
Earlier in the day the annual
business meeting was held with
Mrs. James Smith, president of
the Holland Council, presiding
Mrs. John Van Wyke from First
Reformed Church gave the de-

noon.

Mrs. Harry Weener was taken to Holland HospitalFriday
for a heart condition.
LieutenantKourt Nieboer vis-

ited his grandmother,Mrs.
Jack Nieboer Monday. He has

1970

Ganges

Panthers

Mrs. Jesse Runkel was hostess to the Ganges Home Club
Friday afternoonNov. 6. The
hostess served lunch at 1:80
p.m. to ten members and two
guests. The presidentMrs. Vi
Galpin presided and the meeting opened with the salute to
the flag. Mrs. J. Serene Chase
gave the religious thoughts.
During the business session
Mrs. Galpin and Mrs. Walter
Wightman gave a report of the
Southwest District meeting of
Federated Women’s Clubs held
in Allegan Oct. 16.
The invitationfrom the Fenn-

End Season

Rooks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Rooks of 90 West 32nd
St.', is serving in the United
States Navy and is presently stationed aboard the nuclear submarine U. S. S.
Thomas A. Edison. He is a
1964 graduate of Holland
High School, and attended
the Kendall School of Design and Grand Rapids Junior College before entering
the service Feb., 1968. He
is married to the former
Ruthanne Appelt. Their
address is Box 81, Mystic,
Conn.

Ganges Home Club meeting for
Nov. 20 was cancelled and the
next meeting will be Dec. 18
with Mrs. Alva Hoover. Mrs.
Irving Wolbrink gave an interesting program on the state of
Vermont which included showing colored slides.
The United Methodist Women’s Society of Christian Service will meet at the church

in

O-K

GRANDVILLE - West Ottawa lost its bid to capture second place in the O-K Red Division Friday night is they were
pounded by the Gr
Grandville Bulldogs 28-8 in a game that was
played on a field of mud.

The Panthers were

really

never, in the game as the Bulldogs scored the first time they
got the ball on a 20-yard run by

Dave. Way and led for the entire game.
West Ottawa didn’t give the
fans too much to cheer about
except for an 85-yard kickoff
return by Mike Battaglia who

ville Woman’s

ON SUBMARINE - Stephen

Club that the
Ganges Home Club be their
guests Wednesday afternoon
Nov. 18 was accetped. The

3-3

U.

Robert J. Aardema

Robert

Aardema

scampered for the

Receives Wings
Second LieutenantRobert

J.

Aardema, son of Mr. and Mrsr
Joseph Aardema of 1545 Ot-

Panthers’

only score of the night with
Denny Oosterbaan running the
two point conversion,making
the score 12-8. This was as
close as West Ottawa came in
the scoring.

Grandville scored twice in
tawa Beach Rd. has been award- the first
t quarter
qua
with the seced U.S. Air Force silver pilot ond touchdown a 35-yard pass
•lay from Tom Ten Brink to
pia;
Tuesday evening Nov. 17 at wings upon graduation at Craig
Dean
Davis and scored again
7:30 p.m. At this meeting the AFB, Ala.
in the second quarter on the
group will make Chrismon’s Lt. Aardema is being assign- same combination with only
decorationsfor the church ed to Pease AFB, N.H. for duty
one second showing on the clock,
Christmas tree. Mrs. George
with a unit of the Strategic Air owning a 20-8 halftime lead.
Sternberg and Mrs. Clare WolIt was a frustrating first half
Command.
ters will be the chairmen. Hostfor the Panthers as they were
He was graduated in 1964
esses for the evening will be
unable to move the ball through
Mrs. R. Z. Bolles and Mrs. from West Oittawa High School the soggy field with costly penand attended Michigan State
George Harrington.
alties putting Grandville in
University. The lieutenant reRichard McKellipsson of Mr.
scoring positions.
ceived his B.A. degree in mathand Mrs. David McKellips
The third quarter was pretty
broke his arm when he fell ematics in 1969 from Hope Col- much dominated by Grandville’s
lege. He is a member of Chi
from his horse.
hard running backs. A key play
Phi Sigma.
NUNICA - Frank E. Vokal, Mrs. Ernest Curtis has re- His wife, Bonnie, the daugh- on a disputedpenalty call set
16, was listed in criticalcondi- turned home after a two-week ter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald up the Bulldogs fourth touchtion Tuesday at Grand Rapids stay in the home of her daughTimmer of 87 West Lakewood down as Craig Eisen scored
from the one and ran the PAT
Blodgett Memorial Hospital with ter and son-in-law,Mr. and Blvd., is living with him.
to put it out of reach at 28-8.
multiple injuries suffered when Mrs. Mike Foster in Clarksan explosion device on which he ville, Ind. and to get acquaintGrandvilleonly completed two
allegedly had been working ed with her new granddaughpasses all night but both of them
went for touchdowns.
went off in the bedroom of his ter Elizabeth Ann, who was
home Monday night.
born in the MethodistHospital, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop
West Ottawa did show some
Hospital officials said the Louisville,Ky. on Oct. 23.
spent Tuesday evening with Mr. spark in the fourth quarter
youth, son of Mr. and Mrs. EdMrs. Foster is the former and Mrs. John Huyser in Bor- when Tony Dekker recovered
a Bulldog fumble and Oosterward Vokal, 18840 112th Ave., Betsey Ann Curtis daughter of
culo.
baan found Pat Allen open for
lost part of a hand and suffered Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Curtis of
Mrs. Earl Mulder entertained a 45-yard pass play. Then Allen
shrapnel wounds of the arm, Pier Cove, Ganges.
shoulder and chest areas. He
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. neighbors at a demonstration caught a pass for 25 yards to
was in the intensive care unit. Eberhard of route 3, Fenn- on Wednesday morning. Attend- put the ball on the Grandville
State Police at Grand Haven ville have received word that ing were Mrs. H. Bos, Mrs. G. three yard line. This was a
said they were unable to talk their son, Army Specialist4 Huyser, Mrs. H. Bowman, Mrs. fine receptionby Allen as he
with the youth but said there Robert Lee Eberhard, was se- H. Veldman, Mrs. S. Hop, Mrs. was falling to the ground but
were indications the explosive riously burned in an explosion W. Vereeke, Mrs. J. Jongekrijg, the Panthers were unable to
device may have involved a in Vietnam Oct. 13. He was Mrs. H. Hassevoort, Mrs. J. move the ball in on four downs
piece of metal pipe.
from the three and the score
taken to a Japanese Hospital Fraza and Mrs. Kunzi.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Veldman ended at 28-8.
Police said the boy’s mother, suffering with first and second
Grandville’s win tied them for
father and four brothers, rang- degree burns and will be re- of Phoenbc, Ariz. are visiting
ing in age from 5 to 13 years, moved to the United States relatives in this area this week. second place with East Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Veldman Rapids who floored Godwin, 34were in the kitchen area of the for future treatment.
home when the explosion oc- Mrs. Bertha Plummer has and Bruce spent Saturday in 12 Friday as both teams closed
Detroit with Mr. and Mrs. Ted their league seasons with 4-2
curred. They were not reported
returned home from Allegan
Knap.
injured.
records. West Ottawa ended 3-3
Health Center, Allegan where
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet spent in the loop and will have to dePolice said the youth apshe was a patient a few weeks.
Tuesday evening with Mr. and feat Zeeland next Friday at
parently caught most of the
Dale Adams, son of Mr. and
aome to have a winning seaforce of the explosion.The Mr7 Ve^n ‘ AtkTn^ "anT oto Mrs. John Huyser in Borculo.
room showed little signs of members ^ the staff of «<The Mrs. Esther Stone of Lansing son. Coach Ron Wetherbee’s
spent the week end with her Panthers are 4-4 overall.
damage, they said.
Collegiate”the Grand Rapids
aunt Mrs. John Postma.
WO G
Vokal was taken first to
Junior College newspaper reThe Ladies Trio composed of First Downs ...... .... 9
16
North Ottawa Community Hoscently won four out of five
Myra Hop, Margaret Bowman Rushing Yards ... ...95 253
pital at Grand Haven where a
marks of distinctionfor photog- and Marianne Brower gave the
Passing Yards ... ...69
61
team of doctors worked on him.
raphy and also the All-Ameri- special music in the Sunday
Total Yards ...... .. 164
Later he was transferredto
314
can Award.
evening worship service.
Passes Attempted .. 18
Grand Rapids.
9
State Police said they were
^overleaf 4-H Club electThe Ladies Aid will meet Passes Completed ... 2
2
notified
itified by the hospital
t,he f0,1]0"'"? 0'flcers at thc Thursday at 2 p.m. in the Passes Intercepted By 0
2
meeting Monday, Oct. 26: Pres chapel. Mrs. Gerald
id Huyser
Huvse and Fumbles .......... ... 0
8:50 p.m.
2
Margaret
Hutchinson; Mrs. Harold Heihn will be host- Fumbles Lost .... .... 0
The boy’s mother told policeident,
.
~
1
she had noticed some powder vlce'President, Rusty Nally; esses.
Punts ............ 4-127 2-76
several days ago but had no secrelary. Mike Nally; treasur- The Men’s Brotherhood will Penalties ........ 10-68
64)0
idea what it was or what it er’ Audrey Sterling and repor meet Thursday at 8 p.m. and
West Ottawa
ter, David Morse.
will hear Preston Brandsen, Ends: Tucker, Slagh, Stekewas for.
The Ganges Baptist Mission who is active in Campus Cru- tee, VandenBerg, Streur, LanCircle will meet Wednesday sade. He will show pictures of caster.
evening Nov. 18. The hostess his work.
Tackles: Hamstra, Bagladi,
will be Mrs. Clovis Dornan.
Next Sunday. Miss Gladys De Wys, Kamor, Hoving.
Mrs. Charles Plummer will Kooy, our m i s s i o n a r y, will
Guards: Clark, Dekker, Algive the program the theme speak to the congregationdur- verson, Topp, Empson, Kerber.
being “The 25th Anniversary of ing the Sunday School hour.
Centers: Dams, Shinsky, Bock.
The Ottawa County Civil DeMrs. Joe Huizenga who is at
American Baptist Women.”
Backs: Helder, VanKampen,
fense plans attest of sirens in
The Ganges Garden Club has Birchwood Manor Home has not Battaglia, Allen, Kruithof, Oosthe county Friday, Nov. 27 at 11
changed the meeting date to been well this past week.
terbaan, DeVree, Holstine, Beram.
The Girls’ League met Mon- Kompas.
Monday, Nov. 16 for the next
The procedure is designed to
meeting to be at the home of day evening.They worked on
test the warning system in the
Mrs. G. Edward Wark at 1 gifts for shut-ins. Linda Hop
county which is to provide resip.m. The program theme will and Mary Huyser were hostdents with a reliableimmediate
esses.
warning of impending peace- be Thanksgiving,given by Mrs. The membership of Ronald
Jesse Runkel.
time disasters or enemy attack.
Avink has been sent to the
The procedure will include Mrs. Warren Druce received Bethel Christian Reformed
three phases. At 11 a.m. there word of the death of a cousin, Church of Grand Rapids by
will be a one minute steady Charles Gay, of Grand Rapids request.
blast to act as an attention or on Monday, Nov. 1. He visited
The Unity Circle will meet
alert signal. This will be fol- in the Druce home with his Thursday at 8 p.m. Mr. F.
GRAND HAVEN— Five youths
lowed by one minute of silence. brother Earl Gay of Crown Groen will speak on “Mental
were
sentenced to prison by
Then a one minute wailing tone Point, Ind. the previous Fri- Health.” All mothers are welJudge Raymond L. Smith in
day.
He
is
survived
by
his
will be sounded to signal the
come to these meetings.
Ottawa Circuit Court Monday.
wife, the brother Earl, two
warning test.
At a special session recently Many others appeared for arThe entire test procedurewill half-brothersRay Druce of Stur- eight young people met to con- raignment.
gis, Arthur Druce of Holland
take three minutes.
fess their faith. They will be
William Van Beek, 24, Grand
Following the test signals, and one sister, Mrs. Leonard received publicly on NoV. 22.
Rapids, charged with larceny
effectiveness of the sirens will Martin of Roseland, Fla. Funer- They are Linda and Sandra
from a building, was sentenced
be evaluated by Civil Defense al services and burial were
to Southern Michigan prison for
Thursday in Grand Rapids.
and public officials.
18 months to four years, with
Mrs. Ray Nye has returned
the minimum recommended.
home from Community HospiJohn H. Freeman, 23, of 175
tal, Douglas where she was a
West 17th St., Holland, charged
patient for three days as the
with carrying a concealedwearesult of a fall at her home.
pon at a disturbance in Zeeland
The Ganges United Methodist
Oct. 15, was sentenced to priand Ganges Baptist Church
son for 15 months to five years
children collected $175 for
with the , minimum recomUNICEF on Saturday afternoon
mended.
Oct 31..
Eric Alan Tascott, 17, Grand
Mrs. Roy C. Linberg has
Rapids, and Leonard Allan Wilreturned home from a trip in
son Jr., 18, Zeeland, two of
the eastern states and a visit
three persons apprehended in
with her daughter in New York.
connectionwith an October 15
The Just Us Girls Club will
attempt to break into the Bormeet in the home of Mrs. Me
culo restaurant, were sentenced
Mahon Fttday at 2 p.m. Nov.
to Ionia training school for two
1

Of

Explosion

Metal Device
Injures

Youth

Beaverdam

I

at

•

Of

Plan Test

CD

Sirens

Five

Youths

Sentenced
Prison

To

Terms

i

just completed his F.-4 flying
training at George A. F. B
Victorville,Calif. Following his
return to the base, he will spend
a year in Thailand.
Fails to Yield

Cars driven by Gladys J.
Nash, 28, of 83 West 19th St.,
and Arthur Van Hall, 76, of
Spring Lake, collided at U.S.-31
and the Beeline Road Tuesday
at 10 a.m. and Ottawa county
sheriff’s deputies cited Van Hall
for failure to yield the right of

Mr. and ,Mrs. Bill Kooyers
Those present were: Mr. and
way. The Nash auto was northfrom
Zeeland were visitorsFriMrs. Herb Myaard, Mr. and
bound on U.S.-31 while Van Hall
Mrs. John Bos, Mr. and Mrs. day afternoonat the home of was heading northeast on BeeMr. and Mrs. Albert Brouwer.
Cliff Hulst, Mr. and Mrs. B.
line. v v
Kleinsteker, Mr. and Mrs.

12,

Bud

Sprik, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Sprik, Collide at

Intersection
Faces Court Sentencing
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Smallegan, Peter C. Semeyn, 19, of MusGRAND HAVEN - Steven
Mr. and Mrs. John Myaard, kegon, was cited by Holland
Lare, 17, of 98 River Hills Dr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Smallegan, police Tuesday after the car he
is to return to Ottawa Circuit
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Smalle- was driving east on 17th St. and

Court Nov. 23 for sentencing afgan, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Cotts, one operated by Mathilda Ja- ter pleading guilty at his" arMr. and Mrs. John Shoemaker cobs, 53, of 216 Cypress, and raignment to aiding
liding and abetting
and Mr. and Mrs. Ted De | northboundon College Ave., col- in a breakin at Nies LP Gas Co.
Jonge.
I lided at 10:49 a.m.
offices/ 168 Roost Ave,

13.

*

*

to five years.

.

In the Tuesday, Nov. 3 elec-

IN JAPAN

- He.

Richard

Wright, son of Mr. and' Mrs.

James Wright, 371 West
Mae Rose Ave., left for
overseas duty in Japan
with the Marine Air Wing
Division on Oct. 3. He took
his basic training and radio
communicationsschooling in
San Diego, Calif. His present address is Pfc. Richard
J. Wright 2614952, MWSG-17

HAMS-17 (COMM), 1st
MAW (REAR), FPO San
Francisco,Calif. 96602.

Ganges

residentsapproved a zoning ordinance and
buildingcodes for Ganges
Township,,302 tp 290. The township officers elected were: Russell Sill, supervisor; Waldo E.
Phelps, clerk; KernelthN. Van
Leeuwen, treasurer, arid Howard Margot, trustee.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Margot spent the weekend with
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sage in Cardington,Ohio.
tion,

The,

Eunice Aid Society will

meet Friday at 2 p.m.

in the

Fourteenth Street Christian Reformed Church parlors. Lee
Somers of the Holland Police
Department will be the speaker.

ON LEAVE —

Seaman
Rick Allen Berens, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert V.
Berens, is home on a 14 day
leave after completing 11
weeks of basic training with
the famed Tiger Conapany.
He is one of 80 young
men sworn in at Tiger Stad
ium on Aug.
g. 5 during ceremonies preceding the Detroit - Washington baseball
game. Following his leave,
Seaman Berens will report
to the Pine Castle Air Station at Astor, Fla., for
duty.

Larry Westby, 18, of Ontario,
Wis., was sentenced to state
prison for 15 months to 10 years
for obtaining money under false
pretense and to 15 months to
four year for larceny of a credit card, to run concurrently.
Mrs. Diane Klawiter, 28, Jenison, must make $2,000 restitution for a no account check she
passed and was placed on probation for two years. Jesse Guzman, 28, 297 West 11th, Holland,
paid $100 fine and costs for
careless use of firearms.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wes6188 142nd Ave., an-

trate,

nounce the birth of a son, Kevin
M| ffedaeeday in Hoi-

—

—

—

^

—

_____
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Vows

Couple Exchanges
In Evening

-

*

'

Hovenga-de Fouw Vows

Announce Engagements

Ceremony

:

*

Read

%

. #
'"•i

..

Miss Linda Sue Brower

.jl#

Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Brower,
177 West 14th St., announce the
engagementof their daughter,
Linda Sue, to John P. Haveman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Have-

'«i
w ^

man, 450 College Ave.
Mr. Haveman is a student
the University of Michigan.

le

at

Lila Mae

Wabeke

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wabeke
of 3020 96th Ave., Zeeland,announce the engagement of their
daughter,Lila Mae, to Robert
Brunink, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Brunink of route 2, Zee-

land.
A

|

spring wedding is being

planned.

Mrs. Timothy James

Van Der Puy
(Essenberg photo)

/Wary Joy Vander Leek
Mrs. Clare

Weber
(Van Den Berge photo)

Miss Marcia Kay Kruithoff
became the bride of Clare
Weber Friday in an 8 p.m.
ceremony at Calvin Christian
Reformed Church. The Rev.
Frank Shearer officiated and
organist Miss Geneva Vanden

master and mistress of

Wed

to T.J.

VanDerPuy

cere-

Wedding vows were exchang peau de soie with a slightly
monies; Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Van- ed by Miss Mary Joy Vander
raised waist, bishop sleeves and
der Schel were at the punch Leek and Timothy James Van
high neck. Re-embroidcredlace
bowl; Mr. and Mrs. James Dyke Der Puy in an evening ceremoformed the high standup collar
and I^r. and Mrs. Wayne Schaf- ny Friday in the Providence
and circled the high rise waist,
er were in the gift room and Christian Reformed Church
forming a panel on the bodice.
Bruce Kruithoff was in charge with the Rev. Jerrien Gunnink
The lace also formed the wide
of the guest book.
officiating.
cuffs. A chapel - length manBrink accompanied the soloist, Following a Florida honeyParents of the couple are tilla veil, edged in matching
Warren Plaggemars.
moon, the couple will be at home Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vander Leek
alencon lace, formed the train
Parents of the couple a r e at 137 James St
of
230
West
21st St. and Mr. and headpiece. She carried a
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Kruithoff,|
cpprpfarvat
and Mrs. Gerald Van Der Puy nosegay of colonial white roses
M Scott, Dr., and Mr. and Mrs. Holland Mote Exp?eTand the
and tinted baby’s breath.
Clarence Weber of Byron Cen- groom is employed at Hart and of Sheboygan, Wis.
Organ
music
was
provided by
Attendantsof the bride wore
ter.
Cooley Mfg. Co.
Charles Canaan and the violist tangerine colored gowns of maGiven in marriage by h e r
was John Traylor.
jesty fabric, the cuffs of the
father, the bride wore an emThe
couple
was
attended
by bishop sleeves and high necks
pire gown of candlelite satin
Mrs. Bob Bosch, sister of the featuring embroideredgolden
with bishop sleeves. Matching
bride, as matron of honor; trim. They wore matching pill
lace covered the bodice, cuffs
Election;
Miss Kathleen Vander Leek, box hats and carried baskets
and front panel of the gown and
Miss Rebecca Van Der Puy, of gold pompons, strawflowers
also edged her double - tiered
sister of the groom, brides- and star flowers.
chapel - length mantilla veil.
The annual electionof officers maids; Sally Jo Bosch, flower
She carried a cascade arrangeAssisting as master and misment of white miniaturecarna- and presentation of attendance girl; ThOmas Van Der Puy, the tress of ceremonies at the retions.
awards highlightedthe Tues- groom's brother,ring bearer; ception held in (Tie Fellowship
Matron of honor was the day meeting of the Holland David Van Der Puy, the groom’s Hall were Dr. and Mrs. Milton
bride’s sister, Mrs. James Eck- American Legion Band at Cum- brother, best man; Robert St. Wyngarden. Attending the punch
Pierre and Kenneth Gabrielse,
ersen who wore. a coral polye- erford’s Restaurant.
bowl were Mr. and Mrs. Allen
groomsmen; Bob Bosch and
ster crepe gown in empire style
Elected for the following year
Steenwyk and in the gift room
with full long sleeves and are Leslie Woltman, president; Charles Roukema, ushers.
were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Poest.
For the occasion the bride Miss Deborah Wyngarden and
matching satin ribbon accenting Victor Kleinheksel,first vice
the empire waist with a back president; Harold Woltman, sec- chose a formal gown of white Robert Haven. In charge of the
bow and streamers falling to ond vice president;Raymond
guest book were Miss Susan
the floor. She carried white, Knooihuizen, secretary and
Bosch and Thomas Bosch.
Sofia
gold and coral flowers in a cas- treasurer; Delbert Stegenga
The newlyweds will make
cade arrangement.
librarian.
their home at 401 Starling Lane,
Brilliant
Another sister of the bride, Henry Vander Linde will dirMadison, Wis. The groom, who
Miss Peggy Kruithoff, was ect the band again for the comattended Calvin College, will be
Recital
bridesmaid. Her gown and
ing year.
a student at the University of
flowers were similar to the
Receiving perfect attendance
Wisconsin in Madison. The
A
brilliant
combination
of
a
matron of honor's.
sparkling mezzo soprano, bride also attended Calvin.
The groom’s parents enterMarilyn Sofia, accompained by
Tom0
f
Uslie talented pianist, Joan Conway tained at a rehearsal dinner at
Holiday Inn.
Eckersen as
WKoltman'Awards for(
0"e of the Hope College piano
A receptionat Holiday Inn ,abse"ce wevre Praaeateii l°
faculty, provided a rewarding
followed the ceremony. Mr. and Boudreau, Kent Thompson and experience to the audience at Mrs. WJ. Scott Hosts
Mrs. Robert Vredevoogd were
l.- i!?.
the recitalFriday night in Dim- Martha Kollen Guild
Highlight of the summer seanent Memorial Chapel. The reson was the presence of Arthur
The Martha Kollen Hospital
cital was a feature of the Hope
Hills and E. F. Heeter as conGuild met at the home of Mrs.
College parents’ weekend.
ductors at the 10th and final
Will J. Scott on Thursday mornMiss Sofia is also conducting
concert together with Mr. Vaning. Reports were given and
a Masters Class today until 4:30
der Linde.
plans were completed for the
Raymond Knooihuizen, who is this afternoon in Wichers Hall. last meeting of the current
She has appeared as soloist
starting his 51st year with the
bridge marathon. All particiwith several choral groups, in
group and who is the only one
pants are invited to play their
of the original members still opera companies, in musical November game at a dessert
comedy and as guest artists
Sixty-two building permits to- active in the band, gave the
bridge to be held at the hosin summer theatresand stock
taling $665,886 were issued dur- secretary’s annual report.
pital in the HeritageRoom on
In addition to the It) con- companies.
ing October out of Building InMonday, Nov. 30, Play will start
The program Friday night in- at 1 p.m. Dessert will be served
spector Jack Langfeldt’s office certs throughout the summer
in City Hall.
the band takes part in many cluded a German grouping by when play is completed.MaraThere were five new houses other functions includingMe- Robert Schumann, Rossini’s aria thon prizes will be awarded at
including three duplexes for morial Day and July 4th cele- “Una voce poco fa” from the that time.
Barber of Seville, four Spanish
$107,446; eight residential ac- brations and Tulip Time.
Plans were also made for the
cessory,$3,980; 25 residential Members of the band rehearse classical songs by F.J. Obradors next bridge marathon which
alterations, $24,985;three indus- every Tuesday night beginning and four Afro-American folk will begin in January, ending
songs arranged by Roland in May. Any women wishing to
trial, $488,200(including Brooks in March. Anyone interested
participate may do so by call7-Up addition); 11 commercial, to join the group is invited. Con- Hayes.
Miss Sofia’s accompanist, Miss ing either Mrs. A. G. Buys,
$35,215; one fence, $150; one certs begin in June,
Conway, was in school with her or Mrs. J. D. Jencks. The moswimming pool, $4,500.
and the two made a talented ney earned in this way is used
Twelve applications for buildteam Friday night.
for hospital equipment.
ing permits totaling $77,236 Rotary
were filed last week. They fol-

mup

Legion Bond
Has

Awards Given

Marilyn
Gives

^

^

Friday

Kruithoff
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f™,

ushers.
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October

Net

Permits

Mrs. Jack

$665,886
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Anns

low:

Are Entertained

Texaco Service, US-31 at 16th
St., exteriorremodel, $5,000;
Volkers and Vander Meulen,

At Ladies'

Miss Carol Jean De

Wm
Miss Linda Lou Smith
Miss Ruth Ann Zwiers

Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Smith

announce

West 30th St.,
Mr. U11V1
and ,„10
Mrs. L>^limiu
Bernard /jnivls
Zwiers,
the engagement of their daugh- 475 Riley, announce the engageter, Linda Lou, to Dale George ment of their daughter,Ruth
Evenhouse,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ann, to Larrv A. Van Nuil, son

of 550

Blvd.

George Evenhouse of 1268 Lake- of Mr. and’ Mrs. Henry Van
wood
Nuil, 378 120th Ave.
Miss Smith is a student in the A December wedding is being
practical nursing department of planned.
Grand Rapids Junior
_
Mr. Evenhouse is a senior
at Calvin

College.

___

i •

i

College. JuniorLeague

A Dec. 23 wedding is planned.

Bethlehem Holds
Masonic Temple
Star of Bethlehem. 40. OES

Star of

Meet

at

We|comes

New

Girlsat Dinner

Junior Welfare League welhc!J their regular meeting at
comed 14 “New Girls” to its
the Masonic Temple
e\ening. The meeting was con. j m™>b<'''slup Tuesday night at a

Thursday

‘"V

VM“'\

St., reinforce floor, $2,800; El-

zinga and

was introducedas Past Grand Pledgingthemselvesto many
Adah °f the Grand Chapter of .hours [or ,he children o( the
Michigan. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford „ „
,,
Hopkins were also introduced. an(* alea are Mrs- Gaiy
Dorothy Weigel reported on Brewer, Mrs. Mike Calahan,
the Grand Chapter, and Mary Mrs. Terry Husted, Mrs. James

,

Blackburn gave a report on the Jurries, Mrs. Gary Klingendecorationsat Grand Chapter berg, Mrs.' Jack Marquis, Mrs.
for Helen Page. The Charter Don Miller, Mrs. Dan Porretta,
was draped in memory of Wil- Mrs. Calvin Prince, Mrs. Celeslian
tine Reyes, Mrs. James Smith,
Plans were made to hold a Mrs. James Snook, Mrs. LeonChristmas party and potluck ard Strom and Mrs. Dan
Dec. 8, school of instruction Zuverink.
will be held Nov. 12, and the “Up, Up and Away” was the
next regular meeting will be theme f°r the evening. Each
Dec.
table was decoratedwith flight
The refreshment committee balloons and each carried somewas headed bv lister and Betty thing representingall of LeaWalker, assisted bv Gertrude gue’s projects for the year.
Van Spyker. Genevieve Barrow Mrs- LaiTy Den Uyl, president, welcomed the associates
and Gereta Veldhuis.
and their President, Mrs. Don
Hillebrands.She also introduced
Two-Car Crash Injures
the pilots who are the memDriver and
______
___________
_ ______
bers
of the
board of directors
Anna J. Wolbert, 41, and a Mrs. Dave Kempker announced
passenger in the car she was the flight plan for the year
driving, Tracy Knoll, 73, both which is League's projects,
of route 5, Holland, were treat- Mrs. Landie Zylman and Mrs.
ed at Holland Hospital and re- Ron Boeve kept the group up
leased following a two-car crash to date on the revised "Eet
at 3:03 p m. Friday at Lincoln Smakelijk”and said it would be
and 48th St.
available to the public soon.
Police said the Wolbert auto
Mrs. Verna Vandenberg, an
was southboundon Lincoln Ave. associate of Junior Welfare
while the other vehicle, driven League, captivated the audience
by Robert D. Moore, 58, of with her unique ideas for holiChicago, was heading west on day decorating. She is also re48th St. Moore was cited for sponsible for the artwork in the
failure to yield the right of way. cookbook, “Eet Smakelijk”.

Passenger

Night

Items Missing In
2 House Breakins
A miniature poodle dog is
one of the items reported missing in two house breakins under investigation Saturday by
Holland police.
The dog, an eight month old
male, white with apricot colored

ears and nose, was taken from
the second floor apartment of
Albert Davis, 143^ East 14th
St., while Davis was away
Thursday night.
Police said entry was gained
through a second floor window.
ALso missing were tools. The
missing items, including the
dog, were valued at $165.

Joins Staff

Modern

Calvin Johnson reported the
a portable television
set and a watch, both valued
at $171.95, from his home at
212 Columbia Ave. while the
family was away earlier last
theft of

Of

Partitions

The appointment of Christoweek.
pher B. Hall to the management staff of Modern Partitions. Inc., was announced to- Father of Holland Man
day by G. W. Haworth, presi- Dies in Grosse Pointe
dent.

GROSSE POINTE - Funeral
Hall. 25. is a graduate of
Western Michigan University services were held Wednesday
where he majored in market- at St. Paul's Catholic Church
ing. Until recently, he was in Grosse Pointe Shores for
market research manager for Curtis W. Keegin, 76, a reHerman Miller, Inc., in Zee- tired automobile sales execuland. Before that he was an tive, who died Sunday. Burial
engineeringcost analyst with was in Mt. Olivet Cemetery.
Kellogg Co. in Battle Creek.
A native of Washington D. C.,
In his new position, he will he was a graduate of Georgebe responsible for preparing town College and Law School.
market analyses, assistingin As an Army-Air Force Lieutenproduct development and acting ant he was a pilot in World
as communications coordinator War I and later an instructor

Green Apartments at
West 30th St.
ial

505

al

major suppliers of automo-

tive parts and

equipment,

spending his longest work tenImproper Backing
ure with the
Auto
Equipment Co.
Laurel R. Hirdes, 16, of 252
Surviving are his wife, FloWest 33rd St., was cited by
rence D.; a daughter, Mrs.
police for improper backing
Charles I. Fisher HI; two sons,
after the car she was backing
William C., and Stafford W. of
'from a drive along Pine Ave.,
Holland, a sister, and seven
25 yards south of l^th St., colgrandchildren, including two of
lided with a car operated north
Holland.
on Pine by Richard A. Bliss, 21,
of 85 West Tenth St., Thursday
Mary Grillo Engaged
at 9:23 p.m.

Monroe

Don Hillebrands, program
chairman,
was master of cereself, contractor.
Repcolite Paint, 473 West 17th monies. The Rev. Glenn Peterman gave the invocation. DinSt., partitionin warehouse,$100;
ner music was played by an inself, contractor.
Lavern Edewaards,75 East strumentaltrio from Hope Col4
33rd St., storage shed, $500; lege.
The
social
committee,
comself, contractor.
George Lemmen, 116 West posed of John Tysse, chairman,
27th St., house and garage, assited by Dick Ambrose, Lloyd
Folkert, James Hoffman, For$16,276;Harold Langejans,conrest Homkes and Abe Severson,
tractor.
made
dinner arrangements.
Mrs. Stanley Harrington,1100

•

Windemuller, Marriage Licenses
Ottawa County
contractor.
Jerry Van Slooten, 329 WashRonald J. De Weerd, 23, and
ington Blvd., panel living and Linda De Horn, 23, Holland;
dining room, $300; self, con- Floyd Wheaton, 44, and Maxine
Elaine Wiersema,30, Holland.
tractor.

Among

with the sales organization.
at Selfridge Field. He had a
He is married and has one long career in Detroit as a
child. The Halls live at Colon- special representative of sever-

televisionper-

aluminum sid-

Poodle Dog

____

Rd., house and garage, $17,520;

Don

of 4121 Washington Ave., were The bridesmaids,Mrs. Roger
united in marriage Friday eve- Gates. Mrs. Henry Stegenga,
nmg in a ceremony performed and Mrs. Ross Oonk, were
by the Rev. Thomas C. Vanden dressed as the honor attendant.
Heuyel at the Central Avenue All carried baskets of aqua,
Christian Reformed Church, yellow, and white pompons.
Mrs. Robert Bareman was or- Henry Stegenga, brother-inganist and Earl Weener soloist, i law of the groom, was the best
The bride, who approached man. Ross Oonk, brother-in-law
the altar with her father wore a of the groom, and Don and
satin A-line formal gown which Paul De Fouw, brothers of the
she fashionedherself.The em- bride, served as groomsmen,
pire bodice with high collar was I A reception was held in the
overlaid with lace and trimmed church parlors. Mr. and Mrs.
with pearls. Matching lace form- 1 Fred Tubergan were master
ed the long fitted sleeves and and mistress of ceremonies,
lace and pearl appliques accen- ; Miss Robin Stengenga attended
ted the skirt front as well as the guest book and Mr. and
the chapel-length detachable Mrs. Roger Rouwerda poured
train which fell from a large punch.
bow. A lace and pearl petal After a southern honeymoon
headpiece secured her full-lengththe couple will reside at 953
veil and she carried white car- 1 Columbia Ave.
nations and yellow sweetheart The bride is a nurse at Holroses centered with an orchid land Hospital and the groom is
employed at Adex Advertising
The matron of honor, Mrs. I Co.
Donald De Fouw, sister-in-lawThe groom’s parents hosted
of the bride, was attired in a the rehearsal dinner at Jack’s.

3.

Rotarians selected from the ausliding glass doors, $800; Russ
dience, delighted with a sleight
Kempker, contractor.
William Van Huis, 600 Lugers of hand performance.

ing, $1,990;

Hovenga veil.

Woodall.

Dr. H. Ten Pas, 110 West abroad, Powell gave a mono22nd St., enclose porch with logue, and assisted by several

South Shore Dr.,

(Holland Photographyphoto)
floor-lengthgown of aqua poly-

corsage.

by Worthy Matron, dinner in their honor at the
Gretchen Ming. Wilma Tregloan First United MethodistChurch,

ducted

Volkers, contractor. sonality both in the U.S. and

. '

i

'

Karr Spring, 12 West Fourth Fraud.

and

'

,

of Mr. and Mrs. Arend

About 180 Rotarians,Rotary
Fill-^-WashInc., 149 River Anns and guests attended the
Ave., car wash, $30,000; self, annual Rotary Ladies Night
Thursday at Point West.
contractor.
Richard Modders, 306 East Each Rotary Ann receiveda
13th St., replace fence, $50; self, corsage and a favor from the
club. Following dinner, • the
contractor.
Egbert Brink, 830 Myrtle group was entertained by comeAve., aluminum siding, $1,900, dian Tom Powell of Cincinnati,
Ohio, billed as the Magnificent
self, contractor.
dentist

Fouw,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mari- ester crepe with elbow length
nus De Fouw of 4557 66th St., sleeves empirewaist and standup collar A bow of matching
and Jack Arend Hovenga. son material secured hcr hcadpie4

contractor.

A

Arend Hovenga

To Michael Lee
Hits Sign and Pole

FAMILY FAIR

—

Thousands of local residents converged on

Civic Center Friday for the annual Family Fair, sponsored

a large section for lunches. Clowns with balloons and other

by Christian school circles. In the foreground is a section
on greenhouses. Other displays were on foods, hpbbies,

circus touches provided a fun-filled atmosphere.Mrs.
Herman Schierbeekand Mrs. Jack Vannette served as cochairmen of the annual project, assisted by many com-

Christmas decorations,candy, books, and all the other

mittees.

articles of the <Hd fashionedchurch bazaar. In the rear is

1

•

(Sentinel photo)

*
i

\

Randall D. Kiekintveld, 19, of
58 West 30th St., escaped serious injuries at 3:34 a.m. today
when the car he was driving
west on Eighth St. veered off
the right side of the road 55
feet west of Garretson and
struck a sign and a utility pole.
Kiekintveld, cited for careless

Hale

Mr. and Mrs. Richard L.
Grillo of 1919 Philo, Muskegon,
announce the engagement of
their daughter,

Mary Margaret,

to Michael Lee Hale, 1912 Poplar Dr., Holland.

Miss Grillo is employed by
Dr. Jack Mixer, D.D.S. in

Mus-

kegon and Mr. Hale is employed by radio station WHIG.
driving, told police he apparentA summer wedding i& being
ly fell asleep at the wheel
planned
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Sunday School Roseann Schaap
Lesson

To Greoorv

Sunday, Nov. 15, 1970
Growing Through Giving

Romans 12: 1-9
By C. P. Dame
Many good causes make

Wed

Two Others

Willard Willink.

Arrested In

F.

been charged In connection with
the breakup
tup of an alleged dope
peddling
ring
w in Grand Haven,
State Police announced.
Steven Pitcher, 17, was ai>
raigned in Grand Haven district court Friday to a charge
of illegal sale of marijuana and
was ordered to appear in Circuit Court Monday. Bond of

makes

$1,000 was furnished.
Jack Leatherman,20, demanded examination to a charge of
breaking into a store in Ravenna. Bond was furnished.,
Julian Shepherd, 21, of

Grand

Haven, arraigned earlier on a
charge of breaking into a Ravenna store, waived examination to an additional charge of
illegal possession of heroin and
was ordered to appear in Circuit Court Monday. Bond of
$10,000 was not furnished.
The latest arrests brings to
at least nine the number of persons apprehended during ’the
investigation.State Police said

they have been probing the alleged sale of illegal drugs the
past three months.

f

if not renewed.

to be “transformedby

Wayne R.Blauwkamp

Berens

Sunday evening luncheon recently. Those attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Johnson of
Kalamazoo; Mr. and Mrs. Len
Hartman of Muskegon, Mr. and
Mrs. Harley Brown of Holland,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Poll
of Caledonia.
Special speaker at the Sunday
morning service in the Hamilton Reformed Church was Rev.
Lambert Ponstein, professor of
Bible at Hope College.
The Double Ring Club met
Tuesday evening at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Volkers
were in charge of the program
of slides and song.
George Reimink and Martin
Sternbergcontinue in Holland
Hospital for treatment of heart

W'

1

1

.

conditions.

Mr. and Mrs. David Grissen
announce the birth of a daughter last Sunday in Holland
Hdspital. She has been named
Renee Jenean.

Lobby Exhibit
By Nancy Steer

favor the world. Instead of being conirregu- formed to the world they were

a

larity in delivery. Write or phone
392-2311.

T 0

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob

meaningful living. “I beseech
Second class postage paid at you therefore, my brethren, by
Holland, Michigan.
the mercies of God, that ye
W. A Butler
present your bodies a living
Editor and Publisher
sacrifice,holy, acceptableunto
Telephone
God, which is your reasonable
News Items .............. 392-2314
service.” In chapters 1 to 12
Advertising
Subscriptions ............. 392-2311 Paul sets forth Christian docThe publishershall not be liable trines, from 12 to 16 he deals
for any error or errors in printing with practical problems.Knowlany advertisingunless a proof of edge should be followed by
fcuch advertisingshall have been
obtainedby advertiser and returned deeds. The word “family” reby him in time for corrections with fers to God’s redeemed housesuch errors or correctionsnoted
plainlythereon: and in such case hold, members of it are brethif any error so noted <s not cor- ren and all have experienced
rected. publishers liabilityshall not
exceed such a portion of the the mercies of God. The Jewentire cost of such advertisement ish Christians before their conas the space occupied by the error
bears to the whole space occupied version had offered unwilling
by such advertisement
animals as sacrifices,now they
and all should willinglyyield
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, S6 00, six months themselvesas sacrificesto God,
: 50, three months, $1.75; single
wholly and thankfully.
copy, 10c. U S A and possessions
Surrenderedliving involves
subscriptionspayable in advance
and will be promptly discontinued living distinctly different from
Subscribers will confer

Wed

ap-

Michigan. 40423.

by reportingpromptly any

Miss Joyce De Roo

•

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lohman
celebratedtheir 50th wedding
anniversarylast week Wednes-

Dope Probe

peals today. They all need money. It is fine to respond to
worthwhile causes and to give
money and ourselvesto them.
The Home of the
God calls upon us to yield ourHolland City New*
Published every selves wholly to Him since He
jT h u r s d a y by the
fSentinel Printing Co. has shown His mercy to us.
'Office. 54 • 56 West
I. Dedication
for
Eighth Street, Holland.

The ChristilA School ’Circle
meet Wednesday of this
week at 8 at the home of Mrs
will

Hamilton

the

Shows Paintings

renewing of the mind”— which
Guest minister in Haven ReMrs. Allan C. Steer is presentmeans the whole inner self.
FORWARD TO THE
formed
Church
last
Sunday
was
ly
exhibiting paintingsin the
When that inner change hapPONY EXPRESS
Dr. Herman Ridder, president Holland Hospital lobby. The Holpens it expresses itself in outFor the second time this
Mrs. Gregory F. Ritterby
of the Seminaries, RCA. Pastor land Friends of Art stage these
ward living according to the
year the computer voting in De(Saul photo)
Warren Burgess and his family monthly shows for the enjoyMrs. Wayne Roger Blauwkamp
will of God.
Miss Roseann Schaap of Chi- bride presented a rose from her
troit has gone haywire.Finally,
were in Lombard, 111. where the ment of the public.
(Pohlerphoto)
II. Self-appraisalis beneficial,
after some 40 hours of delay,
Some people think too little of ca8°. daughter of Mr. and Mrs bouquet to his mother and the Rev. Burgess conducted serv- Mrs. Steer has been an exBorculo Christian Reformed pire waists, shirred skirts,
the results of the voting are al‘ Otto E. Schaap of 333 East 32nd groom presented a rose from ices in the Fellowship Re- perimental artist since high Church was the scene of the semi-bishopsleeves and small
themselves,others too much
most complete. What amount of
her bouquet to her mother.
formed Church, from which he school and continued during her 7:30 p.m. Tuesday wedding of stand-up collars.Matching lace
People do not all have an equal St., Holland, and Gregory F.
confidence can be placed in figThe bridal attendants were recently received a call.
collegeyears. Her first Michigan Miss Joyce De Roo and Wayne medallionsaccented the waistamount of gifts and abilities. Ritterby of Palos Hills, 111., son
ures that are arrived at in the
gowned in dresses designed by
lines and collars.
Members of the Haven RCYF show was a collectionof acrylic Roger Blauwkamp.
Those who have, should thank- of Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Rittertortuous automated technique is
the bride and featuring bodices
The Rev. Andrew Van Schou- Harold Blauwkamp was best
group
met
as
guests of the paintings and scratchboarddefully use what they have re- by, 501 Central Ave., Holland,
still to be determined.
of orchid velvet and skirts which
wen performed -the ceremony man with R i c h a r d Sal as
RCYF of the Hamilton Re- signs.
Certainlythere is some wis- ceived in the service of God were united in marriage Satur- fell to short flowing trains
Nancy Steer, as her work is uniting in marriage the daugh- groomsman and Harv De Roo
with humility. Paul likens the day in Trinity Reformed
formed
Church
Sunday
evening.
dom in the suggestion that this
made of tucked chiffon in an
signed, has designed wood and ter of Mr. and Mrs. Manus De and Tom Blauwkamp as ushchurch to the human body. Church.
The program on “Drug Use and
is the time for a while that Deoverall print of spring green,
metal sculptures but interest in Roo, route 2, Zeeland and the ers.
Each
member
makes
it contriAbuse”
was
in
charge
of
RobThe Rev. Gordon Van Oosten- orchid, deep pink and apricot.
troit will place itself at the
painting has returned her efforts son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Tunis Lubbers
mercy of the mechanical mon- bution to the welfare of the burg read the marriage rites at They carried crescent arrange- ert King.
to two dimensions.She is cur- Blauwkamp,route 1, Hamilton. presided at the reception held
body. Every Christian should 4 o'clock following organ music
The
membership
of
Thepdore
ster. Sander Levin perhaps had
ments of orchid mums and
rently enrolled in a watercolor
Mrs. Austin Weaver, organ- in the church parlors. Miss Jill
use all his resources in His played by Mrs. William Zonnethe right idea when he said that
lemon leaves and wore multi Joostbems has been transferred class with Gerald Mast, Univerist, accompanied the soloist, Nyland and Wayne Van Dam
service. What would happen in
from
the
Haven
Reformed
belt. The soloistwas Miss Lila colored leaves from the same
tbe Pony Express would be
sity of Michigan, as instructor. Jay Vanden Bosch.
poured punch; Mr. and Mrs.
Church to the Hamilton Remore efficientand reliable than a congregationif every mem- Williamson, cousin of the bride. material in their hair.
Mrs. Steer’s exhibit includes
Given in marriage by her Gerald De Roo and Mr. and
ber
would
serve
the Lord with
formed
Church.
the newfangled voting machine.
Attending the couple were
The bride’s personal aides
realistic paintings, scratchboard
all his powers?
Harvey Klein is at Borgess designs, abstractions and non- father, the bride wore a full- Mrs. Arthur De Roo were in
Miss Vicky Lewis as maid of were Mrs. Norman Wittwer III
It is generallyaccepted that
length gown of peau de soie the gift room and Miss Janice
III. God’s gifts vary. Paul
Hospital in Kalamazoo where he
large cities know how to do
honor and the Misses Peggy and Mrs. Donald Battjes Jr.
objectivestudies. The exhibit with Venice lace at the high Hassevoort and Mike De Roo
is
undergoing
extensive
tests.
complicatedthings better than mentions several in the text. Wich, Ruthann Van Dyke and
Mr. and Mrs. James C.
will be shown all during Novemneckline, empire waist, hem- were in charge of the guest
Miss Sharon Wunder had sur- ber. Followingthis the Hospitalsmall towns, and we suspect There is prophecy, which may Kristi Ritterby, sister of the Schaap were master and misline and the deep cuffs of the book. Mrs. Harold Blauwkamp
mean
foretellingor forthtelling,
that Detroit thought it could
groom, as bridesmaids;Phillip tress of ceremonies at a recep- gery last week in St. Mary’s ity Shop will display items for
bishop sleeves. A fan -shaped was the bride’s personal attendshow the country how voting teaching and preaching. The G. Ritterby, brother of the tion held in Holiday Inn. At the Hospital in Grand Rapids.
Christmas sales.
train edged with matching lace ant.
art
of
ministering,
being
helpgroom
5^1
man;
Larry
Huizenready should be done. But it
The Rev. W. Burgess will be
guest book was Miss Judy
fell from the back waistline. A
The couple left on a Florida
ful
to
others,
is
always
benetiBattjes
Jr
Norman
seems now that the electronic
Schaap and attendingthe gift attending a meeting of the Genlace Juliet cap held her elbow- wedding trip.
process was assigned a job it cial. The church always needs : Wittwer III, groomsmen;Curtis table were Mr. and Mrs. D. J. eral Program Council of the
length veil.
The bride is employed at
teachers who appeal to minds schaap. brother of the bride, Overway and Mr. and Mrs. Reformed Church in New York
was unable to fulfill.
Miss
Sherry field was maid of Klamer and Kiekover, CPA's
and
there
is
a
place
for
thtBe
gryan
Ritterby
brother
of
the
The people of Detroit may go
Jerry Weener. Punch was serv- City for several days this week. Six Divorces
honor and Mrs. Richard Sal in Zeeland, and the groom is
back to voting just like us little who exhort, and thus arouse the groom, ushers.
Randy Wolfe returned home
ed by Mrs. PhillipRitterby and
GRAND HAVEN - The fol- bridesmaid. Both wore gowns of employed at Beechnut in Holconsciences
of
people
and
quicktowns, and the results may be
The bride selected a floor- Mrs. Larry Huizenga, assisted last week Thursday following a lowing divorces were granted
more satisfactoryall round. en their feelings so that action length gown of deep ivory satin, by Mr. and Mrs. Herman Rit- year of military service with in Ottawa Circuit Court Mon- woodhue green velvet with em- land.
Automation will no doubt still may follow.
having a shadow neckline of terby.
the Army in Vietnam. He will day:
All should be done with simbe around and improvement in
Several new clubs have been
tucked organza trimmed with
Followinga two week honey- be spending a 40 -day leave
Marie Annette Gronevelt of
the next two years could change plicity in a cheerful manner. jeweled reembroidered alencon
added
to our 4-H conservation
moon to Nevada and California with his family and will report Holland from Paul Gronevelt
Those who have authority
the program.
program since the last report.
lace, roses and scroll leaves. the couple will make their home around Dec. 15 for further as- and custody of two children was
should use it wisely and with
We have enrolled the 5th a n d
The lace enhanced the deep at 8476 West 103rd Terrace, Apt. signment in Germany.
given to the plaintiff.
diligence. Those who lead
6th grades at Pine Creek School
By
Willis
S. Boss
cuffed bishop sleeves and A-line 306, Palos Hills, HI., 60465.
Lakewood Cub Scouts
The following have been apCatherineReinink of Holland
should take their responsibility
in West Ottawa. The Woodside
Extension 4-H Youth Agent
skirt that fell to a chapel train.
The bride attended Hope Col- pointed to serve on Christmas from Albert Reinink.
Are Presented Awards
seriously and all who show
School of West Ottawa has reOttawa
County
Her train-lengthveil of illusion
Loretta Gale Beck of Spring
lege and is presently employed committees of Haven Church.
Members of the Lakewood
to the undeserving
was
held by an ivory satin
Now is the time for high quested and received their maby Masonite Corp. as an admin- Program — Mrs. Orval Essink Lake from Gary Lee Beck. CusCub Scouts whe were presented should do so with cheer.
terials although they will not
camelot headpiece trimmed with
awards at last week Monday’s
We all can give something, alencon lace and dusted with istrative assistant in distribut- and Mrs. Leon Rigterink, co- tody of one child to plaintiff. school seniors to apply for ad- be starting til the spring. The
Margaret Ann Gordon of Nuni- mission to M.S.U. and for
tion. The groom attended Grand chairmen;Mrs. Melvin Lubregular pack meeting included most of us more than we do
Bursley 5th grade has started
pearls and crystals. She carca
from John Gordon. Custody
bers,
Mrs.
Dale
Groenheide,
Rapids Junior College, served
John Jonkers, Kevin Fuglseth, now. God gave His Son who
scholarships.The schools do on their insect project.We have
ried the handkerchiefher main the Army for three years and Mrs. Arthur Coffey and Mrs. of one child to plaintiff.
Mike Lamar, Jerry Cox, Don gave His life for us. Let us
have the applications — “Appli- arranged for an open house to
ternal grandmother carried at
Marion Donalson of Thomasis a Vietnam veteran. At present J. B. Mitchell. Serving on the
Cilia, Rick Miller, Curt Nash, examine ourselves and set a
cation for Admission and Fin- be held at the Sandy Hill School
her wedding. Her flowers were
he is an Air Traffic Control decorating committee will be ville, Ga., from Alyce Donalson ancial Aid.” Form No. 9 must on Monday evening, Nov. 23.
Rick Monetza, Greg Heiden, higher goal for ourselves. And
a cascade grouping of ivory Specialistat Midway Tower, Mrs. John Billett, chairman; and custody of four children to
Jeff Kreiger, Scott Barr, Vince then aim for it with zest.
be completed if the student is There have been several other
and sweetheartroses entwined
Chicago, after completinga full Mrs. Neal Brower and Mrs. plaintiff.
Holmes. Benny Vonk, Tom Ten
interested in financialaid. Form inquiriesfor materials made for
roses and sweetheartroses en- training period.
Carole Gaye Norlin of HolLloyd Hoffman.
Brink, Bob Kline, Steve Timmer
No. 14 must be completed if the the Holland and West Ottawa
twined with ivy and lemon
and Roger Payne.
uc held land from Howard Norlin and student wants to be considered districts. At this time when we
Special meetings will be
The
groom’s
parents
enterleaves. After the ceremony the
may resurae maiden for the 4-H scholarship. Any are concerned about pollution
Others getting awards were
tained at a rehearsal dinner in in the Hamilton Baptist
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
Nov. 15 narae> Carole Gaye Folkert.
John Vander Kooi, Tim Dillin,
hope
the Warm Friend Festival beginningnext Sunday, Nov
senior who has been active in and conservation,
Robert Koning, Robert Wright, Tuesday Mrs. Robert Gordon,
through Sunday, Nov. 22. The
Room.
the 4-H program is eligible to everyone will help to do t h e i r
Studies
Doug Nash, Gary Rozema, Rus- 129^ East Eighth St.; Sarah
______________
, Shower Given For
be continued by
apply for a 4-H scholarship. part in the preservation of our
Pre - nuptial showers and meetings will
Kaper,
391
East
Eighth
St.;
sell Beekman, Mark Pearson
luncheons were given by Mrs. Pastor Leonard Radtke, pastor Mrs. Jon De Haan
Applications are also available natural and human resources.
Mathilda Jacobs, 137 Cypress
and Kelly De Vries.
Gordon Van Tamelen; Mrs. Phil of the Beacon Bible Church in
A surprise pink and blue show- at the 4-H Office. 4-H scholarAve.; Mrs. Jack Zoerman, 189
Mrs. Phyllis Constance,Kent
Ritterby, Mrs. Herman Ritter- Aurora, Minn. Sunday meetings
honored Mrs. Jon De ships are availableonly for County
Scotts Dr.; Andrew Millard, For Police
4-H Youth Agent, known
Michigan
State
University.
by and Miss Kristi Ritterby; will be held at 11 a.m. and 7 Haan Saturday. The shower
Blue Star School Pack
route ; Mrs. Buddy Horn, 13960
by many from this area, was
Mrs.
Norman
Wittwer
III and p.m. Meetings will also be held was given by the Misses Sally
Tours The Sentinel
Ridgewood Dr.; Aurellia Althuis, City manager William Bopf is
There are several 4-H train- commended for her work with
Mrs. Donald Battjes Jr.; Mrs. Monday through Friday of that Schippa, Sherrie Buhrer and
Members of Cub Scout Pack 73 East 35th St.; Otis Todd, studying recommendations of a
ing
meetings coming up very Mid Michigan youth and preLarry Speet, Mrs. Jerry Man- week at 9:45 a.m. and 7:30 Sherry Kooiker at the Kooiker
3191 of Blue Star School. Hamil- Fennville; Mrs. Martin A. Nien- board of examiners regarding
shortly. A 4-H Creative Arts sented with the NationalAssones and Mrs. Mark Nieusma; p.m. Pastor Radtke will be home,
ton. toured The Sentinel Tuesday huis. route 3, and Mrs. Merritt selection of a new chief of poMrs. Dale Schaap, Mrs. Oliver teaching the Book of Ephesians ihose attending the event in- leader’s workshop will be held ciation of Extension 4-H Youth
lice.
W. Blanchard,Pullman.
afternoon.
on Thursday and Friday, Nov. Agents’ DistinguishedService
Schaap, Mrs. Harvey Vrede- at the morning sessions.
cluded Mrs. William Brown and
Discharged Tuesday were
In the group were Kirk Vande
Seven candidatesfor the job
----- j
Award on Nov. 4th at the AssoThe Cadets of the Christianthe Misses Lynn Robert, Joanne 12 and 13 at Camp Kelt. This
Mulder and
Panne, Kris Vande Panne, Da- Herminia Anaya. 140 Reed Ave.; which carries a starting salary If d’ ^
ciation Conventionheld at Purworkshop
is
designed
to
help
vid Knoll. Morris Rios, Bruce Donald E. Broene, 127 Glen- of between $13,000 and $15,000 Mrs' l"averne Schaap; and her Reformed Church met Monday Naber, Marcia Johnson, Barb
leaders with creative arts in due University in Lafayette,
Dubbink. Doug De Jongc, David dale; Benjamin E. Clark, South j appeared before the four-man fo wo^ers at the Masonite evening with Larry Kalmink in Taylor, Pat McNitt and Soni
such areas as Black Printing, Ind. Mrs. Constance has servCorp.
charge of opening ceremonies. Berens.
De Jonge. Scott Speet, Glenn Haven; Mrs. Darrell' Day, 32 oral examination board in the
Puppetry, Creative Music, Cra- ed more than 25 years as a
Viening, Randy Hill. Chuck West 18th St.; Theodore Dyke- mayor’s office Tuesday,
yons, Macrame and Wire Sculp- home economist and extension
Johnson,Carlos Keck. Ken Ras- ma, 66 East Lakewood; Mrs. Names of the candidates, some
4-H Youth worker. I am sure
ture.
tall. Tom Long. Ken Van Den Calvin Haverdink and baby, 306 of whom are from the Holland
Also on Nov. 12 and 13 a many Ottayvd County 4-H folks
Beldt. Jim Van Den Beldt and North 145th Ave.; Andrew Ralph area, were not released.
Home Design leader’s workshop along with your local 4-H agent
Huisman, 1757 Washington St. I Bopf is to make the appointDarwin Bouws.
will be held at Camp Kelt. This feel very proud of Mrs. ConDen Mothers accompanying Also David Jacobs. 4329 56th ment to fill the vacancy creatis designed around color in the stance for having received this
St., route 5; Mrs. Robert Me ed by the
the group were Mrs.
- resignationof Les
home. On Friday and Saturday, award and are pleased to have
Dubbink. Mrs Wayne Sluis,
397 North Calvin; Mrs. Van Beveren.
Dec. 11 and 12 a workshop for had some association with her
Mrs. Ronald Hill and Mrs. Rich- Robert Miller and baby, 14269
4-H teen leaders in the horse in, the past.
James St.; Mrs. William W.
ard Vande Panne.
project will be held. We already
Mullett, 359 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Hope Debaters Win
have six teen leaders who are
Military Hospital
^.rk.tNieu*sma1“V,,esl|
Threein
Tournament
planning to attend this work16th St.; Mrs. Frank Perkins,
shop; Anyone wishing to attend
637 Concord Dr.; Mrs. Harris The Hope College debate team
any of these workshops 'should Lists 3
Pieper and baby, 1018 Colonialwon three of six debates at
contact the 4-H Office, County
Ct.; Diane Marie Rosie, Maca- tournament at Goshen College
Three area servicemen were
Building,Grand Haven, Mich.
jtawa; John Voorhorst, route 3; in Indiana Saturday.
recently reported to be listed at
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John

B. Holstege

Succumbs at 58
-

ZEELAND
John B. Holstege, 57. 517 East Lincoln Ave.,
died Tuesday morning following
a heart attack. He was a member of Bethel Christian Reform-

ON

INTREPID

-

Navy

Ensign Bradley W. Spahr,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
J. Spahr, 742 Central Ave.,
has completed carrier qualification phase of advanced
flight training aboard the
aircraft carrier U.S.S. Intrepid by making two touch-

and-go and six

arrested

landings. He has also earned his first instrumentpilot

rating which qualifies him
to fly under all weather conditions. Ensign Bradley is
attached to Training Squadron 28 at the Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi,Texas.

Men

Army’s Valley Forge General

The negative team of Charles
Gossett, a sophomore from AJlendale, N.J., and Paul Bach,
freshman from Sheboygan
Wis., defeated teams from Alma
and Tri State colleges, but lost
to Anderson College while the
affirmative team of Chad Busk,
a freshman from Grand Rapids,
and Mike Cooper, a freshman
from Hersey, defeated Valparaiso but lost to Anderson and

Hospital where they are recov-

Horse leaders training meetering from
ing will be held on Monday eve-

wounds incurredin
Vietnam.
ning, Nov. 16 at the Allendale
They are Pfc. Marvin E. LanHigh School. The 4-H horse program for 1970 will be reviewed caster, 288 West 13th St., Hoiand discussed and we will make land; Pfc. Ronald J. Fuite, 16916
plans for the 1971 horse pro- Pierce St., West. Olive and Pvt.
gram. We will discuss clinics, Steve D. Roper, 16340-80thAve.,
workshops,horse judging, fairs, Coopersville.
Their hospital address is Valstate show and our local horse
shows. All leaders of the 4-H ley Forge General Hospital,
;ville Pa. 19460.
.....
horse project are invited and PhoenixviUe,
urged to attend as important
decisions will be made at this Holland Hospital

~

ed Church and a former consis- Taylor.
tory member. He was a partner
The team was accompanied by
in Holstege and De Haan exca- debate coach, M. Harold Mikle.
vators.

Survivingare his wife, Jeanette; two sons, Bernard and Da- Nedra Hoke, Clare Hunt
vid; one daughter,Ruth, all at
Engagement Announced
home; his mother, Mrs. Bert
Holstegeof Zeeland; three sisMrs. Gertrude Tanis of route
ters, Mrs. Arthur (Ella) Zoer- 2 Hamilton announces the enman of Graafschap,Mrs. Mar- gagement of her granddaughvin (Gertrude) Van Dyke of ter, Nedra Hoke, to Clare Hunt,
Holland, and Miss Ann Holstege son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Hunt of
of Zeeland; one brother-in-law, Fond du Lac, Wis.
Julius Piers of Graafschap.
Miss Hoke is a graduate of
the Reformed Bible Institutein
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Grand Rapids. Mr. Hunt is _
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicar- graduateof Grace Bible College
agua and Panama make- up in Grand Rapids.
Central America.
A May wedding is planned.

time.

Lists Three Babies

We have scheduled a skating
party at the Grand Haven Skating
' for Tuesday
*
_ E'
Rink
evening,
Nov. 24 from 7 to 9:30 p.m. 4*H
members may bring a friend
with them. Last spring we held
a skating part;ty for the Grand
Haven* area (includes Spring

Holland Hospitalmedical records department reports the
birth of three babies, two girls
and one boy.
On Tuesday it was a daughter,
Heidi Renae, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Essenburg, route
4, Grand View Dr., AUegan;
Lake, , Nunica, Peach Plains" a son, bom to Mr. and Mrs.
Robinson, etc.) and the attend- John Logan, 118 Hoffman St.,
ance was poor. However, after Saugatuck.
contacting leaders recently and
A daughter, Merritt Christine,
receiving’ enthusiasm for hold- bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs.
another one, we have scheHaasjes, 1573 Ottawa
one for Nov. 24.
Rd.

‘

RECOGNITION NIGHT — A special recognition night for Rocket Football coaches
was held Tuesday in the Civic Center with
Rocket Football players Bob Gallant and
Ted Bosch presenting this certificate to
Charlie Frost of Grand Rqpids, the founder
of Rocket Football for his contributionto
Rocket Football. Frost announced Tuesday

that he was stepping down as managing
director of Rocket Football with Gene
Emerson of Holland taking over the reins.

Ron Boeye (left), director of the HollflndZeeland YMCA Rocket Football program
and Duane Perry (center) are also shown in
the photo.

(Sentmel photo)
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Miss Linda Hein
T o

Is

12,

1970

Wed

Spec-5 Larry Dryer

• •

•

Beverly Pieper

Becomes

Bride of Lloyd

Mangum

Bandy Lawrence
'West Ottawa’s Best'

Lawrence
Wins State
YPSILANTI — West

Ottawa’s

brilliant cross country runner

PRESENT PLAQUE

—

Don Larson, (left)
representingthe Peoples State Bank receives a "Patron of Youth" plaque from Dr.
James Chamness, president of the HollandZeeland Family YMCA board while Duane
H. Perry, general executivelooks on. The
presentationwas made in recognition of

Randy Lawrence won first place
in the state meet in the Class
B field Saturday with a time
of 13:13.

A jubilantCoach Norm Bredeweg added, “Randy is the best
we have ever had at West
Ottawa in cross country and
it’s a coaches dream to see him
win for us. He’s just a great

major support in the YMCA's 1969 program. Other Patrons of Youth for 1969
include Hart and Cooley Mfg. Co., Holland

Motor Express, Holland Hitch, the DeWitt
Foundation,Chemetron Corp. and Brooks
Products Inc.
(Sentinel photo)

athlete.”

While Lawrence was winning
in a breeze, two Zeeland runners, Bill Ver Plank and Steve
Bassett finished 18 and 19th respectively.
Holland Christian’sfine runner

Mrs. Larry C. Dryer
(Van Den Berge photo)

Solemn nuptial vows were exchanged by Miss Linda A. Hein
and Sp. 5 Larry C. Dryer, Saturday in an afternoon ceremony
at First Reformed Church. The
Rev. Vernon Hoffs officiatedand
John Hoogstra,organist accom-

pained the

soloist,

Marty

Hardenberg.

Clyde Scholten who

i'FM

qualified

Mangum

Mrs. Lloyd Bruce

Mokma, Michael Tubergan and

(Van Den Berge photo)

for the state meet did not comRandall Northuis as groomsmen. pete.
Howie Scarlett of Holland
The bride’s attendents wore

Wedding vows were exchang- of white peau de sole featured
ed by Miss Beverly Jean Pieper Venice insertion lace with satin
and Lloyd Bruce Mangum in an ribbon banding the high collar,
afternoon ceremony Saturday cuffs of the bishop sleeves and
in Beechwood Reformed Church, encircling the hemline of the
The Rev. Frank A. Shearer gown. Her chapel-length manread the rites at 4 o’clock for tilla was edged with the Venice
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. insertion lace and fell from a
Harven Pieper, 431 East Lake- jewelled lace framer. Her bridwood Blvd., and the son of Mr. al bouquet consisted of orchids
and Mrs. Jesse Mangum of and stephanotis.
4306 Curwood, S.E., Grand The honor attendant wore an
Rapids.
orange floor-lengthsilk organMrs. Donald Klaasen provid- za gown designed with an emed appropriate organ music and pire waist, sheer long sleeves
also accompaniedthe soloist, and complemented by a matchDan Ritsema.
ing orange bow headpiece. She
Attending the couple were carried an arrangement of fall
Miss Barbara Rininger, cousin flowers.
of the bride, as maid of honor;
The bridesmaidswore similar
Miss Lavonne Lems and Miss attire only in cocoa brown.
Diana Haley, bridesmaids; The newlyweds greeted about
Edward Mangum, brother of 150 guests at a reception held
the groom, best man; John in Jack’s Garden Room. AsMangum and Mike Van Kueren, sisting as master and mistress
groomsmen; David Rininger of ceremonies were Mr. and
and Ron dipping, ushers. Twin Mrs. A1 Wassink and presiding
brothers of the groom, David at the punch bowl were Mr. and
and Jesse Mangum, lit the can- Mrs. James Hutchins.
dles.
Arranging the gifts were Mrs.
The bride’s floor-lengthgown Mark Oudemolen and Mrs.
j

turquoise satin gowns with Juliet High finished 74th in the Class
sleeves cuffed with tiny covered A meet Saturday.
buttons and gold lace accents.

Matching net and bow headdresses and baskets of yellow
and bronze flowers completed

Parents of the couple are Mr. their attire.
The newlyweds greeted guests
and Mrs. Donald Hein, 171 East
at a reception at Carousel Moun37th St. and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
tain. Mr. and Mrs. George
Dryer, 665 West 22nd St.
Tubergan were master and misGiven in marriage by her tress of ceremonies. Mr. and
father, the bride wore a floorMrs. Howard Kondra and Mr.
length gown of bridal satin with
and Mrs. David Griep served
empire waistline,mandarin colpunch; Miss Kristi Dryer and
lar, detachable chapel train and
Miss Vickie Dozeman were in
Juliet sleeves. Venice lace trimcharge of the guest book and
med with seed pearls accented Miss Joan Tubergan and Miss
the collar and cuffs and skirt Debby Dykema were in the
panels. A Camelot cap of lace
gift room.
daisies with pearl - centered
The bride attended Western
daisies on ribbons framing her
Michigan University. She was
face secured her elbow-length employed at General Electric
veil of silk illusion and she carCo. The groom is serving in
ried a crescent bouquet of yelthe Armed Forces and the
low sweetheartroses and white couple will be living in Giessen,

World War

II

AAothers Hold

General Meet

Hill

Mothers of World War II, Inc.,
Holland Unit, met' Wednesday
evening at the Northside People’s Bank. Mrs. Carl Jordan
presided at the meeting, and

mti

Mrs. John Serier, sergeant-atarms, introducedguests Mrs.
Mary Nash and Mrs. Lois Purcell.

Child Welfare chairman Mrs.
Charles Scott reported on a
Halloween party given at Ventura School where candy and
treats were given to each student. Assisting at the party
were Mrs. Edgar Mosher, Mrs.
John Wilson, Mrs. Budd Eastcarnations.
man and Mrs. George Stille.
Germany, until June.
Attending the couple were
Monetary gifts were made to
The groom’s parents hosted
Mrs. James Mokma, the bride’s the rehearsal supper at the Eten Mrs. William Padgett, represister, matron of honor; Mrs. House.
sentative for Kent Community
Ronald Van Gelderen,groom’s Showers for the bride were Hospital and Mrs. Albert Boyce,
sister, Mrs. Donald Hield and given by Mrs. James Mokma representative for Grand RapMiss Mary Jo Rozema, brides- and Mrs. Ronald Van Gelderen ids Veterans’ Facility.
maids. Ronald Van Gelderen and also by Mrs. John Griep Members working at a state
sponsored party at Michigan
was best man with James and Mrs. David Griep.
Veterans Facility recently were
recognized. They are the Mesdames Mosher, Serier, Eastman, Tom Kane and Alex Mo-

COVERS 36-YARDS

n

—

Barry Brugger

(23)

is

Dan Archer of Taylor

Hope College'sswift moving swingback

hand

latches onto this long pass from quarter-

men ended

back Groy Kaper Saturday which covered

26-18 win.

is

Dutch-

their season with a convincing

36 yards. Trying to stop the completed pass

Greg Voss

University who's

in Brugger's face. The Flying

Holland High

(Sentinel photo)

to

Give

Play 'My Three Angels'

Bob’s brother Jim for an 18- in the conversion against Hope's
yard toss and Mike Hinga add- reserves to close out the scored the PAT to put Hope up ing at 26-18 in favor of the
by a 13-0 score in the opening mighty Dutchmen.

The Holland High School Class Hoffmeyer as Felix Ducotel;
Mary Spyker as Emelie, his
stanza.
For Hope, it was its first ,,
, L
wife; Anne Cecil as the daughThe next time Hope got the winning season since 1963 when
Daniel, has selected
netza.
ter, Marie Louise; Patti Dethey also finished with a 5-4 as their Senior Play the Sam Vries as Mme. Parole; Frank
Announcements were made
by Mrs. Mosher who sold 286
record under Russ DeVette. and Bella Spewack production, Bouman as Henri Trouchard;
Taylor slips to a 6-3 mark with 1 ..My Three Angels... The play Bob DeVries as Paul TrouVeteran Aid Seals, and by Mrs.
Greg Voss became the first
one game to go.
Louis Poppema who has severchard; Stan Wojtyla as the
Hope College football player
is a comedy in three acts, and
al lap robes for the unit to tie.
“I’m proud of everyone on is based on “La Cuisine Des Lieutenant;and the three conMrs. Scott received a gift. and only the eighth in Michiour team and I can’t say Anges” by Albert Husson.
victs are Dave DeKok as JoKELLOGGSVILLE
Senior
Lunch was furnished by Mrs. gan history to rush for 1,000
enough about the way they
seph, Pete Van Howe as Jules,
“My Three Angels” takes
Jordan assisted by Mrs. Mo- yards or more in a single seaperformed for us this year,”
running back Bruce De Jonge
playe in Cayenne, French Gui- and Norm Tietsema as Alfred.
son
Saturday
at
Riverview
Park
sher and Mrs. Charles Pardue.
concluded a happy Smith.
This year’s student director is
bulled his way for 159 yards on Living
ana, on Christmas Eve, ChristA party will be held Wednes- as he led the Flying Dutchmen
T
mast night, and Christmas Margaret Townsend.
25 carries to lead Zeeland’s
day at the home of Mrs. Mary to their first winning season
“My Three Angels” will be
First
downs
........
20
morning. The plot revolves
footballteam to a 20-12 decision
Nash, and the next meeting is since 1963.
Yards rushing ......
91 around a floundering business presented Nov. 17-20 at 7:30
sensational
freshman
scheduledfor Nov. 18.
over South Christian here Fri- First
Yards passing ...... 28
301 in a colony of convicts. The p.m. in the Holland High School
gained 149 yards in 31 carries
day night.
Total
yards
.......
447
392 three angels, who turn out to auditorium.
The Living End, a youth choir
to run his season ending total
The victory gives Coach Ken from Central Wesleyan Church,
Passes
attempted
43 be three convicts, lend a helpto
1,079
as
Hope
closed
its
seaGirl Babies
Postma’s Chix a 4-3 mark in the won first place in the North
Passes completed
25 ing hand in a girl’s love life,
son with a thrilling 26-18 victory
O-K White Division and a 4-3-1 Central Area of the Wesleyan
Passes interceptedby
3 and solve the problem of an
over Taylor University on ParLists
record overall while the Sailors Denomination in choral compe....... 6
2 uncle.
ents Day before 3,733 fans on
It was the weekend for girl
are 1-6 in the league.
Fumbles lost ....... 3
The play's cast includes Karl
a beautiful day for football.
tition Saturday in Marion, Ind.
to
De Jonge scored Zeeland’s They competed against three babies in Holland Hospital. The amazing thing about
.......... 3-88 4-137
There
were
six
girls
and
three
first TD in the second period
Penalties .........
40
Voss’s feat was he didn’t play
other choirs representing Ohio,
Local Student Works
goys born. Zeeland Hospital had in Hope’s first game against
by scampering 26 yards for the
Hope
Indiana and Illinois.
one boy.
score and added the PAT to
Summer
in Washington
Defiance and played in only
Backs Kaper, Constant,
They will represent the North
Greg Voss
give the Chix a quick 8-0 bulge.
Born on Saturday were a son, three plays in Hope's second
Courier,
Brugger,
Johnson,
ElCentral Area in Dayton, Ohio,
Participatingin the University
. Hope’s first
Jeff Flaherty ran 10 yards
Stephen Michael, to Mr. and encounter with Franklin.
lis, Voss, Schrotenbocr,B. Laon Dec. 29, 30 and 31 infor Zeeland’s second touchdown
Mrs. Earl Scholl,141^ West 16th
of
Michigan's new Washington
Ron Johnson, the ex-Michi- ball in the second period, Voss mer, Nyboer, Wyns, Leslie,
moments later as the Chix took national competition and will be St.; a daughter,Lisa Michelle, gan halfback is the all - time skirted 34-yards to the Trojans Smith, Leenhouts,Haveman, intern program this summer
competing against choirs from
a 14-0 lead.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Holthof, single season rushing leader in
Br00kS’ 0'Bnen- l was Paul Hillegonds of 117 East
The Sailors added their first the East, South and West areas. 3121 Memorial Dr.; a son, the state with a 1,391 total and Dutchmen on a fourth and oneB0SSCher'
Centers: Hahn, Sanders, 1ftth q.
Birt Hilson is director of the
score on a six yard burst by
Ium
David, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Voss would have probablybrok- situation at the nine as Hinga s
Larry Zinger with 7:01 to play choir. Miss Denise Borgman is Rodriguez, 886 Lincoln Ave.
'
The program designed to deIf yotYre flying south for tho
en his record too, if he had field goal never got
as
holder
Jon
Constant
had
alu.(,Udrd^
•Nadol:;.kyJarman,
fray
the expenses of students
in the first half as they cut the the accompanist.
winter, take along low-cost
Sunday births in Holland Hos- played in nine games instead of
In the group are Laura BamChix margin to 14-6.
pital were a daughter, Renee seven plus three plays of an- hard time in handling the snap J;!™6, Sremeyn., 1,ouc- Boote’ wishing to work in congressional
State Farm “GO” Insurance,
bach,
Karen Bunnell, Cheryl
from
Klbb€yoffices allowed Hillegonds to
With only :59 seconds to
Jenean, bom to Mr. and Mrs. other.
It covers you in case of perplay in the first half, De Jonge Wyngarden, Ken Westveer,Tom David Grissen, 429 College Ave.
Co-captain Karl Nadolsky of . T%kles.:
work for Michigan congressman
Hope’s fine quarterbackGroy
sonal injury, property loss
cracked over from the two for Westerlund,Kirt Watts, Linda a daughter, Tamara bom to Mr. Kaper closed out his outstand- Hope intercepted a Trojan pass lar Tiggleman Macltreath, Van Marvin Esch <R> of District
or incurred liability. I’msurs
another Zeeland TD as the Chix Bolles, Carol James, Bonnie and Mrs. David VanDyke, 645 ing career by flippingthree out on the following series Ka- Tuberegen,Merkle, Rycenga, Two. Ann Arbor,
one of several plans willgivs
took a 20-6 advantage into the Lake, Debbie Bambach, Debbie Pleasant Ave.; a daughter, touchdown passes and connect- oer returnedthe favor by doing Svvicrenga.
His initial duties required that
you the coverage you needJames, Katie Johnson, Mitch
lockerroom.
Ends: Hinga, J. Lamer, Mohl- ihe answer letters and help with
Melinda Sue, born to Mr. and ing on 19 of 26 passes for 281 the same
Come in and see mo beloro
Overway,
Kris
Johnson,
Kathy
Dan Bouwman ran four yards
A defensive pass interference mann, Albrecht, Meyer, Mun- 1 “minor but necessary things,"
Mrs. Donald Lam, 78 East 23rd yards. As one observer in the
you go. Anywhere.
for South' Christian’s final TD Ver Hey, Connie Van Voorst, St.; a son, Matthew John, born press box said, “Kaper was call aided in Hope’s next drive se"' Yan Ark, Nelson, Mon- but he was later allowed to
in the third period to close out Joanne Heighes, Jean Johnson,
do some research for legislato Mr. and Mrs. Leo Leal, 82 really threading the needle” for its third touchdown as the; crease, Grant.
the scoring at 20-12 in favor of Vickie Overway, Eileen Ver
and
that
he
was,
as
he
was
Dutchmen
marched
downfield
tion and to work at rewriting
Final
Ml
A A
Standings
East 21st St.; a daughter, Kelli
Hey, Ricki Johnson, Carol King,
the Chix.
putting the ball right on the behind the smooth
of
I
speeches. He and the other stuW
Ruth, born to Mr. and Mrs.
“The offensive and defensive Bill Valkema, Bruce Harringmoney, as was Taylor’sjunior Kaper to take a 20-fl lead at Adrian ...
1 lents from the university lived
...... 4
Kenneth John, 268 West 12th St.
lines were just great in the ton, Kathy Bambach, Sue Bolles,
Mike McQuinley the half.
1 together in a George WashingAlma .....
...... 4
A daughter, Elizabeth Elea- quarterback
who completed 22 of 40 passes Bob Lamer ran six yards for Hope .....
first half for us and I was real- Lynn Wyngarden, Vickie Stew2
ton University dormitoryduring
.......
3
nor, was born Monday to Mr.
for 270 yards. Even though Me Hope’s third TD with 21 seconds
ly pleased with the running of art. Also Jan Weller, Tim Har2
their stay.
Albion
.......
3
and Mrs. Walter Panick, 141
De Jonge,” stated Postma.
Quinley is a junior, it’s his first to play in the half behind some Kalamazoo
rington, Jeff King, Pat Weller,
Hillegonds is a senior at MSU
East 32nd St.
ear of playing collegiate foot- solid blocking up front by cen- Olivet
Zeeland will close out its sea- Gene Westveer, Rick Bailey,
5 majoring in political science.
A son, David Aaron, was bom all and one must wonder how
son next Friday by playing at Jim Van Dyke, Jerry King,
ter Chris Hahn and company.
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron good he would have been if he
rival Wes* Ottawa.
Eric Turner of Taylor booted
Mike Harrington, Sue Kalkman,
Z
SC Ron Israels, Steve Miller and Steffen,Box 75, Burnips, in Zee- had played in his first two a 19-yard field goal at the outland Hospital.
9 Paul Inman.
years of college.
set of the third quarter to cut
First Downs ........ 14
r
116
A
55-yard
screen
pass,
run
Yards Rushing ...... 286
Hope’s margin to 20-3.
Accompanying the group was
THE BIG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
play from Kaper to co-captain Larry Dillon scored Taylor’s
45
Yards Passing ....... 0
Dick Watts and Mrs. Hilson. Christian Service Guild
AGENT
AGENT
Bob
Haveman
of Fremont set first touchdown moments later
161
Total Yards ....... 286
Plans are being made for Holds November Meeting
HOLLAND
Your
Slata Farm
up Hope’s first score in the from the one-yard line of Hope
19
Passes Attempted ... 3
Your Stato Farm
various fund raising projects to
Mrs. Vernon Hoffs was the
family
inturanc*
opening
quarter.
Two
plays
lat5
on a fourth and goal situation;
family inturanca
Passes Completed .. 0
finance the $1,500 which the speaker at the November meeter Kaper connectedfor his first as the Trojans were deferman
1
Passes Intercepted By 3
man
group must raise for the trip ing of the Guild for Christian
TD pass of the day, an 11- mined to get back into the
Tuesday, November 3 was
0
Fumbles ............. 1
to Dayton.
Service of First Reformed
yard strike to Barry Brugger game.
0
Fumbles Lost ........ 1
PHONES
Church last Monday. Slides were who was all alone in the end
a cold, rainy election day but
The Dutchmen failed to score
Punts .............. 4-111 3-92
shown of the work she and her zone. The kick failed as Hope
396-8294 and 392-8133
in the third period but with
15 Divorce Granted
-true fo form-our citizenry put in a fine
Penalties ............ 48
GRAND HAVEN
Karla husband did while they were took a 6-0 lead.
3:03 to play in the game, Kaper
24 East 9th St.
Lanning of Jenison was granted missionaries in Singapore.
Ted Albrecht, Hope’s 6’4” hit Jim Lamer for his third
showing at the polls. And we think that says a lot
Leaves in Garage Burn
a divorce Friday in Ottawa Mrs. C. Van Wyk led the 204 defensiveend set up his TD pass of the afternoon to
Holland firemen said young- Circuit Court from James Lan- group in devotions and Mrs. teams next touchdown by recov- the delight of Hope’s fans as
about the good folks who live here.
iters playing with matches ap- ning and was given custody of Goldie Welling presided at the ering McQuinley’s fumble deep Hope closed out its scoring for
parently touched off a fire in four children.
businessmeeting. Circles were in Hope territory.
the year with 26 points.
leaves in a garage at the home
drawn for 1971 and coffee and
A roughing the kicker penal- Gene Fadel dashed 46 yards
EXPRESS, INC.
of Dean Moeckel, 258 West
The Sahara Desert in North dessert were served by the ty on Bob Lamer aided the on a draw play with only 23
16th St., at 9:17 a.m. Thursday. Africa is the largest continuous Wurpts Circle with Mrs. S. Dutchmen march for their sec- seconds left in the game for
General Offices, Holland, Michigan
Damage was said to be minor. desert in the world.
Schaftenaarchairman.
ond touchdown as Kaper hit Taylor and Brad Gerlach ran
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1970

— Shown left to right ate Walter
Edward Hieftje Sr., his granddgughter
PatriciaReardon and her daughter Carrie Ann/ all of
FOUR GENERATIONS

Hieftje, his father
Holland.

Hudsonville

the Calvin College Alumni Asso-

meeting will be held
Nov. 12 at 8 p.m. in the Second
ciation

An

open house was held in
the Hudsonville Reformed
Church Fellowshiphall for Mr.
and Mrs. Tim Stegeman who
returned home after three
years in Germanyt Mrs. Stegeman is the former Sandra
Tank from Toledo, Ohio who
was teaching in Germany while
Tim was in the service.

.Junr
.

.

.

Terpsma

Debe Stone

first place

.

.

.

Mrs. Chest?r Campbell

second place

.

.

.

third place

iPS?

Christian Reformed Church of
Allendale.

Mr. and Mrs.

John

Krikke

will celebrate their 50th wed-

ding anniversary on Tuesday

Nov. 10 with an open house to
be held at the First Christian
Reformed Church in Hudsonville from 7 to 10 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Dyk celAn announcement of the birth
ebrated their 35th wedding an- of a daughter, Cynthia Rose to
niversaryon Sunday. An open missionariesBill and Sharon
house in their honor was held Commons at Hong Kong was
at the Immanuel Christian Re- received by the Hudsonville
formed Church on Friday eve- Baptist Church.
ning. They are the parents of
A house-to-house campaign
two sons and two daughters for funds for Muscular Dystroand have one grandchild.
phy will be conducted in the
Jenison
and Hudsonville area
The American Mothers of
Korean Orphans will not be the entire week of Nov. 16-21.
selling candy canes this year Mrs. John Williams is chairman
but are sponsoringa new proj- in Jenison and Mrs. Doug
ect of sending diapers to the Wentworth in Hudsonville. The
Holt Orphanage in Korea. On muscular dystrophy drive is
Dec. 5 a plane will leave De- not connected with United
troit for Korea and they went Fund.
to send as many diapers as
possible on this flight.
About 600 young people from
the Hudsonvillearea came out
to enjoy the Halloween night
party sponsoredby the Hudsonville City Police Dept. Chief of
Police Ron Boogard stated that
this was the third year such a
party was sponsored.
Reservationsfor the Nov. 13

Dutch Dinner smorgasbordof

RUNNING PASS - Ted Yoak (11)
this long pass to

FUZZY FACES — Shown are the

three

John Surdan, first place winner and recipient of a U.S. savings bond; Ron Jones,
second place and Dan Meyers, third place.

Show Caps

and a dance commenced

West Olive
Centennial
A

large

crowd of about 500

persons turned out Saturday for

the concluding “Fun Night"
event of last week's West Olive

lowing the program. Chairman
for the centennialwas Mrs.
Polich assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
George Basnjak.

HAMILTON -

centennial celebration com- panied The Living End Choral

memoratingthe

100th year of Group of Holland to the Regional

the founding of the community
post office.

Youth Competition of the
Wesleyan Denomination at
Marion.

Ind

last Saturday.
Master of ceremonies Theron
While there she visited her sisStone governed a long list ter. Miss Diane Wakeman at
of presentations which culmi- Marion College.
News has been received of
nated with the beard contest.
All men in the delivery area change of address of a former

R

Vande Water
Addresses
Kiwanians

Hospital Notes
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Thursday were Marcus D. Vander Wal, 889 Montrose: Mrs.
Stanley E. Beckman, 2620
Sharon Ave.; Antonio Guerrero,
South Haven; Wanda Drake,
route 3; Mary Beth Hulst, 3840
58th St.; Amaro Leal, 99 West
10th St.; Mrs. Warren Fitts,

IN MEDITERRANEAN Navy Petty

Officer Second
Class David R. Dannenberg,
the Sunset Manor Guild may
450 Howard Ave.
son of Mrs. Ray Dannenbe made by calling Alice Dyk,
Also
Kodra, 208
berg of 14276 Carol St. and
Lee Van Solkema or Alice
Maple; Mrs. Mark Nieuwsma,
the late Mr. Dannenberg deBouma. The dinner will be held
168 Mi West 16th St.; John Nagelparted from Newport, R.I.
in the Jenison Christian Junior
kirk, 283 West 16th St.; Minnie
aboard the destroyer tender
High gym from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Streur, 38216 Central Ave.;
USS
Grand Canyon for the
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Koster of
Richard King, Fennville; Jenship’s 16th Mediterranean
Jenison announced the birth of
nie Dorn, 591 State St. and
deployment. The Grand Cana son, Michael Allen, born at
Mrs. James L. Killian, 172
yon
is tentativelyscheduled
ButterworthHospital. Mrs. KosEast 14th St.
to anchor at Naples, Italy,
ter is the former Frances
Discharged Thursday were
for most of the winter and
Elders.
Douglas Wayne Bloemendal, return home
early
Sgt. Jack S. Schut, son of Mr.
416 West 16th St.; Dena Brink,
spring.
and Mrs. Herbert Schut, Edson
255 Lincoln; Rachel Helene
Dr., is a member of a unit that
Farhat, 214 East Seventh St.;
has earned the U. S. Air Force
Donald Fisher, South Haven;
OutstandingUnit Award with
Georgia Hardin, HamYlton;
“V” device for valor in SouthAdmitted to Holland Hospital
John Koine, Lake City; Keith
east Asia. Sgt. Schut, a heavy
Monday
were Robert Wehrly,
Warren La Combe, 1712 Washequipment operator in the 554th
15528 Riley St.; James Hemington Ave.
Civil Engineering Squadron at
wall, 404 College Ave.; Theodore Dykema, 66 East LakeHanh Bay AB; Vie, nan,
wood; Alvin Ridgeway, FennW|,KWe?r a d!St'"ctlVV,errVan Dyke and baby, 331 East
ribbon to mark his affiliationCentral; Zee,and;
John E ville; Brian E. Sessions, Fennville; Henrietta L. Sparks, 51
with the unit.
Vanden Brand, 286 Maerose Manley Ave.; Mrs. Jeannette
Mrs. Lu Cook, Georgetown
Ave.; Mrs. Katherine ValenCranmer, 347 Central Ave.
librarian,has reminded library
tine and baby, 37 East Seventh
Also Mrs. James Van Dyke,
patrons that the library system
St.; David Vander Schel, 404
277 168th Ave.; Terrell Kleiman,
is closed all day Wednesday,
Van Raalte; Margaret E. Van Midland Park, N. J.; Mitchell
Veterans Day. Childrenare reTil, 293 Rose Ave.; Michael
L. Miedema, 210 Dartmouth;
minded of the puppet parade on
Wentzel, 2024 Lakeway Dr., William Schurman, 611 160th
Nov. 14, and a Thanksgiving
and Rice baby, Fennville.
Ave.; Mrs. Stanley Beckman,
celebration on Nov. 21.
2620 Sharon Ave.; Mrs. Sarah
Miss Betty Veldink and RonVander Meulen, Resthaven, and
ald D. Vanden Berg were unit- Collides While Attempts
Mrs. Sena Grevengoed, 2516
ed in marriage in First Jenison To Pass Another Auto

over 21 years without a beard
during the week's celebration
were subject to a fine, and
about 20 in the community entered their hairy chins in the

Diamond Springs resident, Mrs.
A. E. Arndt. 1538 Baltic St..

-

IN GREECE
Spec. 5
Gerry Gelder, son of Mr.

1

Orlando, Florida. 32807.
Mrs. John Gates, Jr. and
children of Hamilton accompanied by Mrs Eleanor Gates
competition.
Judges Charles Vander Yen. and Jerry, called on Mr. and
Louis Haight and Henry Kie- Mrs. Clayton J. Tolhurst and
bach decreed that the beards of John Meredith at Wayland, FriJohn Surdan, Ron .Jones and day.
Dan Meyers respectively were _ Mr. and Mrs. ReginaldRieth.
Sandy and Rod of Pontiac were
the best on view.
Also highlightingthe evening's vistors last week Sunday at the
activitieswas an old fashioned home of Mr. and Mrs.’ Robert
clothing contest. All women in Wakeman. later they called on
the West Olive area over 2I Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Wakeman
were required to appear in old and family.
fashioned dress during the centennial week or pay a fine.

The winners out of 25 contestants in order were June
Terpsma. Debe Stone and Mrs.
Chester Campbell. Judges for
the contest were James Bielby
and Florence Dernberger.
Postmaster Anne Polich. who

by

Christian Reformed Church.
Parents of the couple are Mr.

and Mrs. Gerrit Gelder, 6021
Chicago Dr. Zeeland has
been promoted to his present rank while stationed in
a SASCOM unit in Greece.
His duties involve the maintence and assembly of projectilesand missies. Gelder
is a graduate of Hudsonville
Unity Christian High and
attended Grand Rapids Junior College. His address is
Spec.
Gerry Gelder
366-48-9609 138th Ord. Co.

5

APO NY

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Immink and children Karen and

and Mrs. Louis Veldink, Cottonwood Dr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vanden Berg of Byron
Center. Following a Florida
honeymoon the newly weds will

West

death.

Eastern Ottawa Chapter

18th St.

Monday

Jesus Arogus, 20, of 128 West
Discharged
15th St., was cited by Holland Mrs. Stanley E.

were

Beckman, 2620

to maintain Sharon Ave.; Dr. Hollis Clark,
an assured clear distance, im- 1369 Bay View; Chrystal
proper passing, after the car George, 401 Howard Ave.; Mrs.
police for failure

he was operating and one driven by Juan G. Villafranca, 31,
live in Grandville.
of 87 East 17th St., collided
Relatives and friends attended
along River Ave. 100 feet north
the funeral services for Milton
of Second St. at 1:09 p.m.
E. Gazan, 43, of 0 - 6424 12th Friday.
Ave., at Zion Reformed Church
Police said Arogus was atlast Saturday. Mr. Gazan was
tempting to pass Villafranca.
an active civic leader in the when a car in front of Arogus
Jenison area and was vice- stopped and Arogus turned into
president of the Jenison Board Villafranca’s inside traffic
of Education at the time of his lane where the collision oc-

curred.

All were

of north.

09253.

Socorro Guebara, 122 West 17th
St.; Petronilo

L. Mendez, 569

West

18th St.; Christine Overway, 54 West 33rd St.; Michael

Kevin of Imlay City spent the

Guard Charged

weekend visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Immink and family.

1

In

I

rnAVn

U.™T ~
HAVEN —

Guy Gan-

•uits.

Grunst-

lena Ruiz.

day at 2:17 p.m. at River Ave.
Margie Rivera and Sue Webb and 17th St. Vande Bunte,
were in charge
of ©games.
---- or - — w*. northbound on River Ave., was
Prizes were won by Maria Are- j cited for imprudent speed. The
nas, P. Castro and P a 1 y , Ricketts auto was westbound
served
Ion 17th St.
,

1

score-

fortable 20 point lead.

William Sikkel as program
chairman introduced the speaker. The invocation was given by
Alan Van Haitsma. Club president Walter Martiny presided

With 13 seconds left in the
quarter, Jack Schrotenboer
scored the final two points on
a safety by tackling a Middleville back in the end zone.
Coach Wayne Tanis was pleased with the victory and pointed
out that this was one of the
best seasons yet at Hamilton
and the Hawkeyes’ first champ-

at the meeting.

Reservation
Life

Shown

ionship.

At Guild

Meet

Middleville

has

previously

won seven championships,and
Mrs. Herman Van Galen, a
who with her
husband has worked as a missionary at the M e s c a 1 e r o
Apache Indian reservationin
New Mexico was guest speaker
at the November meeting of
the Trinity Women's Guild. The
group met Monday in the
church lounge. Dorcas Circle
was in charge of the program.
registered nurse

Mrs. Van Galen showed slides
and told of life at the reservation. She was introduced by
Mrs. Otto Schaap.
Prior to the program, Mrs.
Ronald Nienhuis led in devotions and a group of girls
from the children’s choir sang
two songs, “God Lo v e s a
Cheerful Giver” and “Nothing

ments

finishedthe season with
record in the conference.

5-1-1

H

M

First Downs ...... .. 11
Yards Passing .... .. 24

27

Yards Rushing .....

153

Total Yards ....... . 177
Passes Attempted .. 11
Passes Completed ...3
Passes Intercepted by 1
Fumbles .......... .. 3
Fumbles Lost ..... ...3
.

Punts

4

53
80
12

5
0
1

1

..............1-27

2-36

Penalties .......... .. 27

30

Borculo
On Sunday Nov. 15 the Rev.
S. Cammenga from Drenthe
Christian Reformed Church will
be guest minister.

At the Congregationalmeeting on Thursday evening, the
Rev. Arthur J. Schoonveld of
East Martin was elected a call
was extended to him.

Miss Albertha Bratt will
speak and show pictures on
Thursday evening. All the
women are invited to hear her
topic “Meeting with Christians
in Communist Countries.”

The Rev. and Mrs. Ellsworth
Dykstra will be moving into
a Condominium in the New
Amsterdam Village at Jenison,
on Nov.

17.

will

be made as

definite

decisions are made.

Attending were James E. Cite Driver in Three-Car
Townsend, president; Peter Chain Reaction Accident
Boter, vice president; John
Cathy L. Moore, 17, of 1476
Fonger, treasurer,; Ruth Van
Duren, secretary; W. A. Butler, Lakjewood, was cited by Holland
chairman of the distribution police for failure to maintain
committee; Mildred Campbell, an' assured clear distance folJohn F. Donnelly, Clarence lowing a three-car chain reacKJaasen, Peter Kromann, Ger- tion accident Friday at (S:34
ald Kramer and Marvin C. Lin- p.m. in front of 107 East
Eighth St.
deman.
Police said the Moore auto
struck the rear of a car driven
Marriage Licenses
by Marvin G. Vander Kooi, 21.
Ottawa County
of 10010 112th, West Olive,
Ronald Bakker, 21, and Har* which was shoved into the rear
riette Frances Wheeler, 18, of a car ahead operated by
Zeeland; Joseph M. Wurm, 19, Linda L. Goornjan 19, of 519
and Betty Bush, 18, Coopers- East Rich, Zeeland. All vehi•

plant.

Invited were Linda Ross,
Libby De Wilde, Gina Gullo’ Injured in Crash
Estela Moralez, Maria Arenas!
Wanda May Ricketts, 24, of
Liz Webb, Sarah Smallenburg, 175 East 15th St., suffered miPatricia Grunst, Kelly Bartlett! nor injuries when the car she
Ivpnne Perez, Grace and Lou was driving and an auto operatLeon, Sharon Hiestand, Carin ed by Lewis Vande Bunte, 45,
Carlson, P. Castro and Magda- of 706 Larkwood,. collided Mon-

was

•

R

The children of Sheldonwood
School presented a show on
hats of the future under the direction of their teacher Roger
Hutink and Lola Cummins and
the narration of Bonnie Stone.
A style show of old fashioned
dress was highlightedby an
old-time bridal gown modeled
by Debe Stone, and a couple,
Janet Boersen and Albert Robinson, modeling the early bathing

third quarter

less but in the final quarter,
creased plane hijackings, Vande
Water stated, resulted in half- the Hawkeyes racked up eight
additional points with 10 ground
hour flight delays.
plays good for 65 yards. Finally
Personal observationsof his
the plays paid off when Roger
visit to Amsterdam and other
Boerigter scored on a three yard
cities in The Netherlandswere
plunge, giving Hamilton a comalso given by Vande Water.

There was a special meeting
Over-crowdedconditions in
the biulding at 15th St. and Van held at the local Christian
Raalte Ave. now occupied by school on Tuesday e.vening.
the Ottawa County Mental The Rev. Simon Vroon had
Health Services,formerly the charge of both services in the
Holland Guidance Center, and local church on Sunday.
Miss Marcia Kuyers spent the
how best to relieve over-crowdweekend
at Big Blue Lake, as
ing were discussed at a ioint
session of the board of direc- a chaperone for a group of
tors and the distribution com- girls from Muskegon Y-Teens.
mittee of the Greater Holland The house-to-house drive for
Community Foundation Friday Muscular Dystrophywill be conat the Warm Friend Apart- ducted Wednesday, Nov. 18, by
the Young Peoples Society of
ments.
Several plans have been pro- Borculo Christian ''Reformed
jected and further announce- Church.

old fashioned music by Rivera daughter of Mr!
taken bronze bushings and ir0n
and Kim Bak-i Rivera, was celebratedSatur- casings valued at $450 from Ihe

Refreshments were

The

in-

Overcrowding

nartv

day.

security checks because of

„

Harold Tucker and daughter non' 22’ of Muskegon. a guard
’ for a protection agency, deJoyce.
Mrs. Michael Navis of Mon- manded examinationat his Disterey on Thursday afternoon tr,ct Court arraignment today
visited Mrs. Justin Miter and lo a charpe of Srand larceny in

’

the half.

sengers and luggage during

Mental Health

Theft From Plant

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Joslin and
family of Allendale on Friday)
evening visited Mr and Mrs

R

. Caledonia won it’s share by
beating Wayland 22-14, tying
Hamilton’s 6-1 record.
Late in the first quarter it
was fourth down with four
yards to when quarterbackTed
Yoak completed a pass to John
? >et for the score. The extra
p< mts were also good. At the
ent of the first quarter it was
Hamilton 8, Middleville 0.
In the second quarter, the
Hawkeyes
scored on a fumble
nearly 500. Flight personnel conthat
was
forced
by Doug Koopsists of a four-man crew and
men and picked up by Carl
fourteen stewardesses.
Thorough inspections of pas- Slotman, thug making it 14-0 at

Randall Vande Water, Sentinel city editor, was guest
speaker at a meeting of the
Kiwanis Club Monday night at
the Warm Friend Hotel.
Vande Water related some of
his experiences on the Pan
American 747 inaugural flight
which he made recently to
Amsterdam. He stated the huge
plane carries 362 passengers
although it has a capacity of

Board Discusses

children.

and

conference.

Rich, Fennville; John Sprick, is Impossible,” directed by Mrs.
125 Birchwood ; Rosemary Randall Brondyke.
Stitt, route 1; Minnie Streur,
Members also brought Bless38216 Central Ave., and Mrs. ing boxes which were collected
Ivan Ver Hoeven and baby, at the meeting.
1743 State St.
After a brief business meeting, a social hour was held with
The right bank of a river is Naomi Circle in charge of reheading the bank on one’s right hand freshments.
as one faces downstream.

holds the record for service
with 30 years to her credit, delivered comments on the area
postal service and paid tribute
connectionwith the disappearto the service of past postmasMr. and Mrs. Bob Wakeman ance of items (rom Harvey Har‘
ters. Appearing in a red beaded dress complete with a boa enjoyed supper with his parents. - ve/ler Inc'
wrap she entertainedthe as- Mr. and Mrs. Lvle Wakeman Cannon was released on his
sembly with a Charleston num- and family, last week Sunday recognizanceto await a hearMr. and Mrs. Albert Gates ing for vvhlch no date was setber.
called
on Mr. and Mrs. Ward State Police said Gannon was
Entertainmentwas varied for
apprehended early today after
it also included a magic act by Dean at Martin, Sunday.
employes of the firm staked out
James Bielby, a reading, “Down
the plant and noticed a subject
Memory Lane" by Mrs. Gil- Monica Rivera Honored
loading a quantity of materials
bert Van Hoeven costumed in At Birthday Party
from the property into a car.
old fashioneddress, the local
Gannon was alleged
alleged to
to have
have
A
hirthdav
uannon
kitchen band Robart Rocketts
Clifford Blush
ker.

Hamilton won
O-K Blue Division Championship Friday night
by winning over Middleville 220. Hamilton’sfinal record now
stands at 6-1-1 and 6-1 in the
it’s share of the

^

Miss Nancy Wakeman accom-

(Holland photo)

Hamilton Wins Share
Of O-K Blue Division

CT

Diamond
Springs

ville, 22-0.

night in second quarter action in Hamilton

Hospital Notes

fol-

Division championship by thumping Middle*

Randy Busscher Friday

Howard

beards judged most becoming at the West
Olive centennial'Fun Night' contest held
Saturday. Wearing them are (left to right)

as the Hawkeyes tied for the O-K Blue

Hamil-

ton's excellent quarterback,lets loose with

HOUSEKEEPING-LAUNDRY OPEN HtiUSE

—

Employes of Holland Hospital were guests
of the hopsekeeping and laundry departments at an open house Friday afternoonto

acquaint all employes with these two
departments of the hospital team. Russell
Essenburgh,laundry eupervisor,demon-

strates the Troy 400-pound capacity auto-

matic washer in the laundry which averages
seven loads per day or 2,800 pounds. Left
to right are Mrs. Elaine Nehls of houspkeeping, Mrs. Fannie Heckman and Mrs.

Mae Czerkies of

the dietary department.
(Sentinel photo)

—

ville.

J

|

cles

were

eastbound.
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Mony

f.'any Cases

Fill

William J. Hoffman,

bat-

34,-

of 5 South River Ave., driv-

ing under the influence of liRobert S. SUckney
quor, third offense, bound to
Ottawa Circuit Court to appear
Hospital
Nov. 9.
Beltman, conducted the business
John Loose, 24, of 45^ East
meeting. Devotionswere led by
Seventh St., uttering and pubthe vice president, Mrs. Elmer
lishing,to Ottawa Circuit Court
Boer. The education committee,
Nov. 9, $2,500 bond not furMrs. Louie Meengs and Mrs.
nished; Billy Joe Andrews, 17,
Gordon Top, co - chairmen planThe appointmentof Robert S.
of 4115 Fillmore Rd., driving
ned the Thanksgiving program.
while license suspended three Stickneyas clinical laboratory
The proclamationfor the first
days; Chester M. Creekmore. administrator at Holland City ThanksgivingDay by Gov.
27, of 109 Burke Ave., driving
Hospitalwas announced today Bradford in 1623 was read by
while license suspended, three
Mrs. Kenneth Winstrom, and
by Frederick S. Burd, hospital Mrs. Paul Van Hoovering read
days.

Names

New Laboratory

The Big

Soccer Crown

tractor.

scored victories Saturday at
Louis Uildriks, lot 16, WilCalvin’s field to emerge as co- liamsburgEstates No. 2 ,3-bedchampions of the MIAA’s first room ranch, $15,000; self, con-

quarterback Charlie Arnson’s
intercepting

it

varsity soccer season in

and setting up his and Holland’s

- Army
Pvt. 1/C Lloyd M. Van

TD and also blocked a
punt deep in Sailor territory.
Van Tongeren who plays the
upback position in Coach Dave
Kempker’s offense bulled his
third

Wieren, 22, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin L. Van Wieren,
1354 Soshone Walk, flew
over Michigan Sunday, Nov.
1

way

for 61-yards rushing in 11
carries to finish second behind
tailback Randy Kuipers 71 total
on 13 attempts but when the

on his return to Fort Riley,

Kan., followingan airlift
Oct. 4 to Germany to one of
three West German air-

Administrator

Park

Tie for Loop

•

pass and then

totaling

Arthur F. Sas during October.
This total includes’ $262,900 for
14 new homes, $3,300 for garages, and carports and $$9,450
for remodeling.
Permits follow:Louis Uildriks, lot 13r WilGRAND RAPIDS — Hope and liamsburgEstates No. 2, 3-bedCalvin College’s soccer teams room ranch* $15,000; self con-

Mona Shores.
Van Tongeren who is a
s e n.i o r showed his worth
Friday by knocking down

over

Building permits

Township Bnilftng inspector

Hope-Calvin

W,

Van Ton-

Rick

$309,000

$309,000 were issued

football team to a 28-7 victory

ers,

Main, Zeeland, speeding, $25
(triftl); Roger Lee Westerhof,

known as

,.

geren put on quite a show here

The

decorations of fall flowThanksgivingpictures posted on the board, and the coffee
table filled with vegetables,
etc., depicting a bountiful harvest, an open Bible, and a small
model church, provided the atmosphere for the program.
The president, Miss Jerene

PermitsTotal

Friday night to pace Holland’s

Church

tery, probation one year (trial);
Iran R. Geving, 26, of 339 West

Mona Shores

better

in for the Reformed
Mission Stations in Kentucky,
which will be delivered by Mr.
and Mrs. Arie Van Dyke.

23, of 87

Park Township Building

MUSKEGON -

Church of Zeeland met on Tuesday evening. After the g r o u p
Bible Study, all the women
gathered in the Guild room.
Christmas gifts were brought

Several persons were arraigned In. Holland District Court on
ft variety of charges. Among
them: '

Dutch Hand

28-7 Defeat

The Guild for Christian Service of the First Reformed

Court

Manley Ave., assault and

toed Guild

RegularMeeting

Processed
In

Activities

1970

12,

his- tractor.

tory.

George De Feyter, 1419 Lake-

Dean Alan Boeve

Hope blanked Kalamazoo, 4-0
while Calvin shutout Albion 3-0
Follows Footsteps Saturday to tie for the crown
with 4-1 records.
Hope coasted to its victory behind goals by Art Hudak, ManDear. Alan Boeve, son of Mr. uel Cuba, Carlos Do Nascimenand Mrs. Gerald A. Boeve of to and Rober Straw.
5640 152nd St. in West Olive,
Final MIAA Standings
followed a family tradition by
W
enlisting in the United States
Marine Corps Delay Program Hope .................. 4
Calvin ..................4
recently.

Of Marine Family

wood Blvd., storage building,
$200; self, contractor.

Henry Boelens, lots 89 and 90,
Idlewood Beach, garage, $800;
Bill Boersma, contractor.
Anton Draft, lot 12 Idlewood
Beach, stairway and landing,
$1,500; Us Wiersma, contractor.
Robert Hobeck, 1531 South
Shore Dr., garage, $1,200; self,

Dutch needed the tough yards,
it was Holland’s senior that got
contractor.
the call most of the time.
Corme Overweg, lot 3, WaukaMona Shores took the opening
zoo
Highlands, 3-bedroomranch,
kickoff and marched right down
Boeve comes from a “Marine Albion .................2
$18,000;self, contractor.
deep into Holland territory but Corps family.” He has an un- Kalamazoo ..............0
Corme Overweg, Lot 2, WauDouglas Ray Middlecamp, 17, director, and Dr. Arnold Dood,
behind a fearsome defensive cle who was a former marine,
kazoo
Highlands.3-bedroom
of 15446 New Holland St., sim- senior pathologist.
rush by Doug Morse, Dave and his father is a World War
ranch, $20,900; self, contractor.
ple larceny, 30 days in default Stickneyjoins the local staff
Yskes and Bill Wolters, the II Marine and veteran of the
Corme Overweg, Lot 1, Wauof $53, must pay restitution; after retiring from 20 years’
Dutch pushed the Sailors back island campaigns. His twin
kazoo
Highlands,3-bedroom
to their 42-yard line.
Edward Brink, 52, route 5, de- service in the U. S. Air Force.
brother Dale and his older
ranch, $18,000; self, contractor.
The Sailors picked up three brother William are also forfective equipment,’ $10; Ronald The 43-year-old senior master
Harold Troost, Quincy St.,
first downs on their opening
Krywosinski,19, Allegan, driv- sergeant is a native of New- Mrs. Adrian Newhouse on
mer marines and veterans of Plans Activities
addition, $1,000; self, contractor.
"Home
and
Family,”
Mrs.
Earl
drive
and
were
able
to
only
ing under the influence, $125, buryport. Mass., and a graduate
the Vietnam war.
70
Third
The November membership Donald Branderhorst, 15644
30 days suspended.
Teague on "My Church,” Mrs.
add more over the next two
A 1966 graduate of West Otof the University of Nebraska.
periods against the rugged tawa High School. Boeve at- of the Jaycee Auxiliary was Riley St . 2-story house, $22,000;
Frank Raab IV, 17, of 55
He has had extensive clinical Lavern Van Kley on "Our Coun- Sorority
self, contractor.
try,”
and
Miss
Jill
Pikaart
on
Dutch defense.
Highland Ave., driving while laboratory experience in both
held at the home of Mrs. Bill
1 tended Muskegon Junior ColJohn Oleszczuk,1657 WaukaHolland took oevr on its own lege and Bowling Green Unilicense suspended, three days Air Force and civilian hospitals "Opportunities."
The Beta Sigma Phi Holland
Keizer.
zoo
Dr., covered back porch,
A solo, entitled "Trees” by City Council held its third an- 36 and promptly marched 64 versity in. Ohio. He plans to
plus seven days in default of
which have included the AeroMrs.
Bastian
Kruithof
held $600; self, contractor.
Rasbach,
was
given
by
Mrs.
yards
in
12
plays
to
score
its
$35 fine; Sharon Thorpe, 19, of
finish his college educationafnual “Holiday Treasures” at
space Medical Research LaboAllen Veldhuis,720 Wisteria,
Gordon Huizenga.
first TD on a 10-yard quarterthe group spellboundwith her
7 West 18th St., stop sign, $40,
ter his two years of service in
the North Side Peoples State
ratory, Wright - Patterson Air
Storage
shed, $200; self, conHostesses were the Mesdames
back sneak by Tim Matchinsky the corps.
10 days suspended; Danny Willbook review of “The First CirForce Base at Dayton; School Norman Vruggink,Bertus Pyle, Bank Building on Monday with
tractor.
who
fooled
everyone
in
the
iams, 25, of 715 Maple Ave.,
Boeve departs for the Marine cle.” The book was written in
of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks Robert Zeerip, Jerene Meeuw- approximately70 people attendElaine Barsumin, 1653 South
stands by his daring call. Mat- Corps recruit training depot at Russia and deals with the Staldriving on sidewalk with cycle,
ing.
Aie Force Base in Texas; U. S. sen and Benjamin Van Slooten.
Shore
Dr , carport attachedto
chinsky passed to Kuipers for San Diego, Calif, on Dec. 29. in era.
$10; David Looman, of 199 East
Holiday gifts and decorations
Air Force Hospital in Wiesbacottage, $900; Alcor, Inc., conthe
two
points
as
the
Dutch
en35th St., unlicensed dog, $15, alThe Fall Board meeting will tractor.
are handmade by
' members
den, Germany; Joint U. S. Miljoyed their 8-0 margin.
so permitting dog at large, $15.
be held in Traverse City Novof
the
five
Beta
Sigma
Phi
SorGordon De Jonge, lots 3, 4,
itary Aid Mission in Ankara,
With AssistantCoach Clyde
James D. Flower, 33, of 370
ember 13-15.
ority chapters in Holland and
5, HarringtonNo. 2 Macatawa
Turkey ; Southwest Methodist
Line
calling
down
some
of
the
East Main, Zeeland, no rear
Mrs. Alex Rivera, auxiliary Grove Park, 3-bedroom ranch,
Seminarian R. Flickkema are then auctioned off to the
Hospitalin San Antonio, and
plays from the pressbox,Holview mirror, $lft; Grand Haven
chairman
for the Halloween $14,000;self, contractor.
highest
bidder
at
the
“Holiday
Archbishop Bergan Mercy Hos- conducted the worship services
land marched in for its second
Stamped Products, spillingload
haunted house, reported that it
Treasures”
event.
The
proceeds
at
the
Christian
Reformed
J. T. Daverman, lots 7 and 8
pital in Omaha.
touchdown on the following seron highway, $20; Hamilton supwa.s successful.
Idlewood Beach, privacy wall,
He
resides with his wife. Bar- Church. S,/ecial music at the are used for the council’s ser- ies by going 89-yards in 15 plays
ply, operating a vehicle withChildren’s movies were shown $400; self, contractor.
evening service was rendered vice project, which for the past with Matchinsky once again
out fees paid, $20; Ricky H. bara, and their four children,
recently at Jefferson School. Bernie Nyhof, 689 Riley St.,
three years has been the planby
Mrs.
Jim
Grasman
from
scorig on a sneak from the two.
Ende, 17, Hamilton, careless ages 9 through 13, at 476 ColSeveral persons have been Mrs. Jack Van Kampen is chair- 4-bedroom ranch — no garage,
Borculo.The membershippap- ning of parties and other enter- Holland’sbacks were getting
lege Ave.
driving, $40; Lois Kooinga, of
arraigned
in Holland District man of the project. Profits are $16,000; self, contractor.
tainment
for
the
Junior
High
ers of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
fine blocking from the offensive
IS1^ Central Ave., Zeeland,
Court
on
a
variety of charges. used for activitiesfor the senSpecial
Education
children.
Henry Derksen, 161 North
Zuiderveen and family have
line consisting of center Ron Among them:
parking,$8.
ior high special educationstu160th Ave., replace garage
been transferred to Prosper Mrs. Jerome Hurtgen of the Wadsworth, guards Dave Yskes
Joyce Kasmauski, 20, of 428
dents.
doors, $250; self, contractor.
ChristianReformed Church in Preceptor Tau Chapter is the and Terry Smith and tackles John Deckard, 19. of 172^
Central Ave., no operator’s liA hayride for these students S. Ver Hoef, 396 Lakeshore
East
Seventh
St.,
simple
larpresident
of
the
city
council
Falmouth, Mich.
Wolters
and
Morse
as
the
Dutch
cense, $15, 10 days suspended;
was held Friday. Mrs. Bruce Dr., Addition, $9,500; self, conNew address: Pfc. Roger J. this year. She welcomed guests were employing the type of ball ceny, one year probation, com- Williams was chairman.
Ernest Hollenbeck,42, of 325
mitted
seven
days
in default of
and
thanked
members
for
work
tractor.
Overweg 380-48-1466,Co. A 1st
control that Kempker loves to
Lincoln Ave., intoxicated, $35; 8-0 in
Mrs. George Steggerda, chairon
auction items. The "auction$35
fine; James R. Sykes, 28,
Sidney Brouwer, 4085 LakeBn (AMBI) 501st Inf., 101st Airsee.
Robert J. Nesshaevr,68, of 2120
man for the Thanksgivingbas- ridge Dr., remodel bathroom,
eers”
were
Mrs.
Keith
ChamGrand
Rapids,
improper
nu. v
West 32nd St., driving under the
Tuesday at Portage Northern, borne Division, APO San Fran- bers of the Kappa Nu Chapter Van Tongeren came up with bering on boat, $20; Danny kets, reported that turkeys have $250; self, contractor.
cisco, Calif. 96383.
the crowd pleasing play of the
influence, second offense, $125, in the Double I Novice Debate
and Mrs. Richard Cartier of the
Louis Uildriks,lot 14, WilliamsLiceaga, 20, of 169 Fairbanks been donated.
night by knocking down Charlie
30 days suspended.
League Tournament, Holland Nov. 10 from 7 to 9 the Cal- Xi Beta Tau Chapter.
Standing Committee Chair- burg Estates No. 2, 3-bedroom
Arnson’sattempted pass and
ana in
E,d0fLoduisg j "1 ^ ^ men for the year are, baby sit- ranch, $15,000; self contractor.
Daniel Celestino Jaquist, 17, affirmativedebaters won over vinettes met with the Borculo
Cake and coffee were served Arnsons
an almost diving moUon,
J ’ 38
ting, Mrs. Steggerda; Betty
East 12th St., simple larceny, Grand Ledge and negative de- group. The lesson is "Listen. to the members and guests.
Marvin Van Wieren, lot 26,
ed off the high spinning pigskin 721 ,Mary ane( D1r-- excessiveCrocker coupons. Mrs. *
$45; Ricardo Beltran, 17, of 157 baters over Grand Rapids Ot- Hear!”
Bill Waukazoo Woods Subd., 4-bedMrs. Chambers was chairman and raced to the three yard line
'trial);Diekema Coupe; H.E.L.P. M.R.S., Mrs.
East Ninth St., no operator’s tawa Hills, but the affirmative The Holland-Zeeland Elders and Mrs. John Semishko of the
room, 2-story house, $25,000;
of the Sailors with time running Trucklng. of 11305 Chicago Dr.,
license,$15, 10 days suspended; lost to Portage Northern and conference will be held on
Ray Williams; hospital, Mrs. self, contractor.
Theta Alpha Chapter was co- out in the
?? valld registration,$5; Edwin Dick O’Connor; membership,
Lawrence Simmons, 83, route 1, the negative to Battle Creek Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m. at Drenthe chairman. They were assisted
Vander Leek Builders, lot 62,
On
the
following
play,
Van
M9ra es’ 2®: ^ ^ast 16th St.,
Christian
Reformed
Church.
failure to report an accident, Central by a close margin. AfWaukazoo Woods Subd., 4-bedby Mrs. Dale Hamberg, Mrs. Tongeren busted over for the 1 driving while license suspend- Mrs. John Bristol.
$55.
firmative debaters were Paul John Vander Ark, editor of
Moralez triplets,Mrs. Rive- room, 2-story house with atChester Reed, and Mrs. Sammy
ed, third offense, $50, probaAnthony Van Dort, 17, of 291 Timmer and Doug Padnos; neg- "ChristianHome and School” Miller of the Kappa Nu Chap- score behind blocks thrown by
ra; publicity, Mrs. Van Kam- tached garage, $26,500; self, conYskes and Morse. Matchinsky tion one year, committed six pen; scrapbook, Mrs. Coupe; tractor.
Fallen Leaf Lane, throwing wa- ative debaterswere Dave Koop will speak on the subject "The
ter, and Mrs. Allen Hendricks
found Steve Ver Beek in the days, 30 days suspended.
and
Wayne
McCormick.
The
Future
of
the
Christian
Schools
special education,Mrs. Bruce
ter filled balloons at cars, $30;
L. J. Phillips, 1961 South
of the Theta Alpha Chapter.
Five young people of Holland
end
zone for two more points to
Gregory De Jong, 17, 174 Oak next Double I League Tourna- Under Current Trends.”
Williams; typist, Mrs. Jack Shore Dr., aluminum siding,
give the Dutch a 22-0 lead at the and Alma all pleaded guilty to Van Kampen; sunshine, Mrs.
Park Dr., throwing water bal- ment will be hosted by Holland The men’s society will meet
$2,500;Alcor, Inc. contractor.
disorderly charges involving Keizer; ways and means, Mrs.
intermission.
High
School
on
Nov.
24.
with
the
Rusk
men
while
we
loons at cars, $30; Charles R.
John L. Cote’, lot 19 HeneFlush
Holland’sdefense was at its loiteringin or about an illegal Jack Westrate;year book, Mrs.
In the Valley Coast League are without a pastor. The next
Kimber, 20, Hamilton, careless
veld’s Plat No. 2, 4-bedroom
best in the third period as the i place of business or occupation. Keizer.
Debate Tournament held at Hol- meeting will be Nov. 17 at
driving, $25,
chalet, $23,000; Neal Exo, conSpilled
Sailors were lucky to gain over I The alleged offense occurred
land
High
School
on
Oct.
14,
8
p.m.
Visitors at the meeting were tractor.
Burton Lyle McKeown, 18,
one yard against the fired up Oct. 9 and each of the five paid Mrs. Duane Baumgardner,
A call was extended to Rev.
Fennville, careless driving, $35; Holland High debaters won six
M. Stoel, lot 19, Pine Hills
Fallen
Dutch who were determined to $25 fine, $28 costs and 10 days Mrs. Barbara King, and Mrs.
Bruce Weatherwax,23, of .74 out of eight debates. Varsity Enno Haan from Lansing, 111.
Subd., 3-bedroom ranch with
were Jan Morris Peterson.
Vander Veen, careless driving, negatives, Kevin Counihan and His address is 2224 West In- A fallen gasoline tank, burn- notch their fifth win of the suspended.
attached garage, $18,000; self,
year.
Strong, Thomas Petredean, The December 2 meeting will contractor.
$40; Eduardo Magellan, 17, of Bill Cook won over Grand diana Ave. Zip code 60438.
ing
leaves
and
incense
kept
235 East Ninth St., careless Haven and Grandville;Junior
A birthday party was held firemen busy Saturday with Early in the fourth period David Beirs and Kenneth Koen- be a Christmas party at Mrs. Don Wolters, 1585 Woodlawn
Holland added its final touch- er, all 18, and all of Holland Coupes. The theme will be Ave., storage building, $250;
Varsity
affirmatives,
Dave
Koop
driving, $30; Philip Jay Harmlast week for Mrs. William Rietfive calls for assistance.
down on a 35-yard pass, run and Jerry Young, 19, Alma.
Christmas desserts and each self, contractor.
sen, 18, Burnips, simple larce- and Wayne McCormick, won man and Mrs. Ken Stevens at
At 10:20 a m. firemen were play from Matchinsky to Ver
over Grand Haven and GrandWesley Bill Vander Heide, 17, member is to prepare her favny,^.
Dr. Dale Benefiel, 1354
the home of Mrs. Henry Mas- summoned to Ninth St. and
of 15416 New Holland St., illegal orite recipe. There will be a Waukazoo Dr., partition and
Neptune World Wide Moving ville; JV negatives, Chris Maat- selink in Hudsonville.Games Maple Ave. where a gasoline Beek.
man and Jim Jellison,won over
Kempker went to his bench transportationof liquor, $60, gift exchange.
Inc., no log book or driver’s
closet, $950, Willis Witteveen,
were played and a two-course tank on a car operatedby Hartime record, $15 bond forfeited; Mona Shores and Muskegon lunch was served. Present were ry Derks, 658 Goldenrod, fell after the score and it looked 15 days suspended;Clark Weerscontractor.
like Holland's reserves were go- ing. 37, of 135 West 35th St.,
Joe Dolton, 36, of 84 West 16th Heights.
Hubert Dillen, 1846 West
Mrs. Gary B o e t s m a from to the pavement. Firemen were
Five Babies Listed
In
the
second
Valley
Coast
ing to hold the Sailors scoreless driving
under the
re- /
uuvnig uuuci
me influence
nmueiice re•• ;
Lakewood Blvd., carport, $400,
St., assault and battery,disBeaverdam,Mrs. Dennis Riet- called to flush away the gasobut with only :59 seconds left duced to driving while ability
"ree hospitals
self, contractor.
missed on payment of $20 League Tournament, held at nan, Mrs. Bud Mulder, Mrs. line.
Mona
Shores on Oct. 27, five out
to play, offensive end Joel impaired $125; Robert C. Ke'l- Birlhs in Holland Hospita, on Pierce Barker, Jr., lot 18,
costs; Robert B. Gordon, 56,
Morris Klinger, Mrs. Ken
Fires in piles of leaves were Coston was put in at fullback
of eight debates were won by
of 20 Jackson, driving under the
ter 31 , Kalamazoo, possession Thursday included a son, Troy Heneveld's Supervisor Plat, No.
Holland debaters. Varsity nega- Hirdes, Mrs. Herb Rietman, put out at 5:50 p.m. at 21st St. and the solid Coston barreled
influence of liquor,20 days, proof hen pheasant
Harrison, born to Mr. and Mrs. 2, remodel cottage, $15,000,
Mrs.
Masselink
and
the hon- and Harrison Ave. and at 6:16
tive, Chris Maatman and Jim
his way 24-yards for the TD on
self, contractor.
bation six months.
p.m. at 1403 South Shore Dr. a fourth and nine situation. ion
. ^ayL
Harris Pieper, 1018 Colonial
Jellison won over Muskegon ored guests.
W.A. Jesiek, 1833 South Shore
Franco Antonio Mares, 45, of
127
West
10th
St.,
driving
while
Court;
a
son.
Kelly
Wayne,
born
Heights; JV affirmatives, Dave John Dys are in Zeeland Hos- Firemen were summoned to Stan Mantheis’ kick closed out
Dr,
enlarge front porch, siding
143 West 15th St., intoxicated,
license sujpended, three days to Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Ver
; the home of Patrick Honor, 67
Koop and Wayne McCormick, pital following
the scoring at 28-7.
and
roof, $9,000, Dave Schroten$40; Harry Keller, 58, Wyoming,
plus 30 days in default of $53 Hoeven, 1743 State St.; a son
Mrs. Bud Mulder, Mrs. Mor- West 17th St. where incense
won over Muskegon Heights and
"We were happy to get every-,
driving under the influence,
contractor,
Mona
Shores; JV negatives, ris Klinger, Mrs. Russ Dalman burning in an upstairs bedroom one in the game and I thought fine, also driving while ability born to Mr. and Mrs. Robert boxe,r’
Michael Van Dis, lot 3, Prairie
$125; Lynda Lee Van Kampen,
impaired. 60 days in default of Miller, 14269 James St.
attended
a
shower
at
the
home
fell
to
the
carpeting.
Damage
Paul Timmer and Doug Padnos,
that Van Tongeren played a
29, of 176 East 14th St., care$103; Rafael Castilleja,42, HolA daughter,K.mberly Lynn,
won over Grand Haven and of Mrs. Marvin Vanden Bosch was said minor,
fine game for us,” said Kemp»m fnHav
tn
M-r em $16,500,Bob Kole, contractor.
less driving, $50; Clayton G.
land, intoxicated, $30; Darrell born
today to Mr. and Mrs. Edin Zeeland for Cheryl Mulder
At 11:35 p.m. firemen
Grandville.
ker.
Jerry Berkompas,14486 EdFisher, 66, of 501 Howard Ave.,
Paul
Huff,
31,
of
43
Aniline
Ave.,
sponded
to
a
call
for
help
from
ward
Moorman,
709
Alles
Dr,
Of special note is the fact Hudsonville.Miss Mulder will
The Dutch now 5-3 for the
meer Dr., fireplace,$1,000, self,
careless driving, $70, probation
intoxicated,
$40.
Byron Center, in Zeeland Hosthat, to date, in the Valley become the bride of John Vis- a woman who said she smelled season, will close out their seacontractor.
one year.
pital.
Coast League, the Junior Var- ser on Nov. 10 at Messiah Chris- a strange odor in her home at son next Friday by hosting
Joshua Payne. 1829 West 32nd.
Larry A. Van Nuil, 20, of 378
61 East 16th St. Firemen could Godwin at Riverview Park.
A son, John Jr., was born to
sity section totals eight wins tian Reformed Church.
i u— ur
,
St.,* remodel bathroom, $200,
A.
North 120th Ave., transporting
and no losses.
Mrs. Jake Jongkrijg was a find nothing burning.
H MS
^
“If. contractor.
loaded gun in car, $18; Henry
4, South Haven, this morning
The foregoingaccount shows supper guest Friday night at
First Downs ..... ... 15
8
W. Siersma, 38, of 11525 New
Dies
at
81
in
Communty
Hospital,
Dougthat these debaters do not de- the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Yards Rushing .... .. 216 50
Holland St., unlawfully transfit
bate only one side of the pro- Herb Rietman and family.
Albert Van Faasen. 81. of 376 las.
Fires in
Yards
Passing ..... ...74
53
porting uncased gun in auto,
position. Mrs. Paul Robinson,
College
Ave., died Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. John Haveman
Total Yards
.. 290 103
$23; W. David Jones, 32, of 366
Holland High debate coach, stat- from Holland visited Mr. and
13
Passes Attempted ... 13
13 at Holland Hospital after being
Marquette, insufficient funds
es that one of the requirements Mrs. William Rietman recently.
III Passes Completed .... 4
4 hospitalized for the past t w o
check, $100 fine, $100 costs, one
Holland firemen Sunday exfor Holland debaters is to be
| i Passes Intercepted By 1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Haver0 weeks. He had been in i
year probation;Roy Hyde, 43, able to debate either side. Thus
tinguished
a dozen fires in
K
............ 2
dink and son from Grant visit3 health for the past three years.
of 206 North Centennial, assault
leaves, including 10 in a onethese debaters are able to see ed Mr. and Mrs. Morris KlinPi Fumbles Lost ...... .... 0 0 Born in Germany Mr. Van
and battery, $25.
hour period after 7 p.m. Fire
the weaknesses in both cases ger Saturday night.
P| Punts ................ 1-29 6-159 Faasen came to Holland with
officials said most of the fires
and consequently are better
his family when he was four
Penalties ........... ...10
5
were believed set by youths in
equipped to present a strong
years
of
age.
He
was
a
memHolland
2
passing cars.
case.
ber
of
Third
Reformed
Church
BACKS: Horn, Phillips,RideThe fire station log recorded:
The proposition this year is
nour, Mathcinsky, John, Mar- where he had served as an elInjured in
2:35 a.m., 1082 South Shore
"Resolved:That the federal Serious Injuries
der
for
many
years.
link, R. Kuipers, Van Tongeren,
Dr.; 7:55 a.m., 1100 block
government should establish,
He
had
operated
a
shoe
reWood, Zigler, Schafer, Den Uyl,
Two Hamilton area men were
South Shore Dr.; 7:10 p.m.
finance, and administer pro- In
Fire
pair shop for many years until
C. Kuipers.
treated at Holland Hospital and
State St. and 26th St.; 7:42 p.m.
grams to control air and water Fire, believed caused by dehis
retirement
at
the
age
of
73.
CENTERS: Wadsworth,Cureleased following a two-vehicle
Columbia and 24th St.; 7:45
pollution in the United States.” fective wiring, caused considerSurvivingare his wife, Marperus.
crash Thursday at 4:22 p.m. at
p.m.
17th St. and College Ave.;
able damage to the attic and
GUARDS: Moeller, Grace, garet; two sons, Jerald Van
U.S.-31 and M-40.
7:48 p.m. 87 East 17th St.;
Faasen
of
Conrad,
Mont.,
and
roof area of a story and oneYskes, T. Smith, Broene, KalkTreated for cuts and bruises
7:52 p.m. Six East 24th St.;
Elmer J. Van Faasen of Dearhalf wood frame home of Edwin
man, Cuneo.
and x-rayed for possible rib inInjured In
7:55
p.m. 642 Columbia Ave.;
L. Stevens,256 West 12th St.
TACKLES: Hibma, Morse, D. born, Mich.; one daughter, Mrs.
juries was Jerrold Tucker, 51,
7:57 p.m. 26th St. and State St.;
Andrew
(Alma)
Halko
of
BosFriday night.
Smith, Dykman, Knoll, Wolters.
driver of a station wagon, while Foiling
8:01 p.m. 23rd St. and State
One fireman escaped serious
ENDS: Simpson, Lorence, ton, Mass.; 10 grandchildren;
his passenger,Warren TimmerSt.; 8:09 p.m. 35th St. and
two
great
grandchildren;
one
man, 21, was treated for abrai- David Matteson, 18, of 231 Cen- injuries when weakened floor AT QUARTERBACK-Steve Jantzen, Bush, Ver Beek.
Central Ave., and 9:48 p.m. Pilbrother,
James
Van
Faasen
of
Wlodarczyk, former West
sions of the forehead.
tral Ave., required two stitch- joists gave way under his weight
grim Home Cemetery.
Bocca Ratan, Fla.
Both men were from route 2, es to close a laceration on his and he fell part way through Ottawa student, is starting
IN TURKEY - Army SpecCited in Collision
quarterback in his junior
Hamilton.
right thumb suffered Thursday a living room ceiling.
ialist Four Barton K. Van
Fails to Keep Distance
The fire was reported at 8:27
year at Rancho Cotate High
CarolineL. Lawson, 17, of Hits Rear of Auto
Police said the Tucker vehi- night when struck by an object
Tubbergen, son of Mr. and
Janice Goodin. 30, of. 355
School in. Rohnert Park, 13192 Riley, was cited by
cle was southbound on M-40 carried by one of three subjects p.m. and firemen said they reCars driven by Jerry Guinn,
Mrs. Gerald Van Tubbergen
Felch
St., was cited by Ottawa
when struck in the left f r o n t who allegedly attempted to mained at the scene about 90
Calif. Wlodarczyk has comOttawa County sheriff’s deputies 19, of 699 Gail, and Raymond
of route 1 Holland, recentfender by a car westbound on break into the house.
county
sheriff’s deputies for failminutes. No damage estimates
pleted 80 passes out of 141
for failure to yield the right of Raak, 48, route 2, Holland, colly participatedwith
with his
U.S.-31 and driven by Archia Police said Matteson, treated were available.
attempts for 1,053 yards and
way after the car she was driv- lided along River Ave. at Doug- unit, the Fourth Armored ure to maintainan assured clear
W. Jones, 42, of South Haven. at Holland Hospital and releas- Volunteer fireman Earl Bar- 12 touchdownswhile his ing and one operatedby Doro- las Ave. Monday at 9:07 p.m. Division, in Deep Express, distance alter the car she was
He was not injured. Jones was ed, told them
em he heard noises bel, working in the attic area older brother Mike is the
driving struck the rear cf an
thy Vander Wal 47, .of 386 West Ottawa County sheriff’s depua three - week NATO field
cited by Holland police for fail- at the rear (to at 9:40 p.m. over the living room, was
starting fullback.Steve was
21st St., collided in front of 124 ties cited Guinn for failure to
auto operated by Burrell E.
training exercise, in Turure to yield the right of way.
and found three subjects outside. dropped
opped pari
part way through the
named the Press Demo- Douglas Ave. Monday at 11:40 maintain an assured clear dis- key. Spec. 4 Van Tubbergen Hoffman, 52, of 95 West 83rd
As he went out to investigate, ceifing when floor joists, weak- crats’ offensive player of
a.m. Deputies said the Lawson tance after his auto struck the
St. Sunday at 11:06 a.m. Both
is regularly stationed in
Four elements — oxygen, hy- one of the subjects hit him with ened by the fire, gave way.
the week recently.Steve car was pulling from a restaur- rear of the Raak car. Both were
Germany as a driver in cars were heading south on Butdrogen, silicon and aluminum an object, believeda tire iron Other firemen pulled Barkel
and Mike are the sons of
ant driveway onto Douglas Ave. heading north along River Ave.
companv A, 1st Battalion, ternut when the mishap occur—compose about 90 per cent of or screwdriver,police said.
back into the attic area. He did
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Wlodarwhile the Vandto Wal car was when Raak stopped for a traf51st Infantry, 4th Armored
red as Hoffman was
the Earth’s crust
The three fled on foot
not require hospitalization.
czyk, formerly of Holland.
heading west on Douglas.
fio signal
a right turn ooio Hayes
They picked up weapons, tanks and armored
personnelcarriers and left
for the exercisesite near
the Czechoslovakiah
border.
The address of Pvt. Van
PresidentNixon’s proclamation
Wieren, a cook in headquarfor last ThanksgivingDay.
ters company is Pvt. E-3
Mrs. Leon Dykstra presented
Van Wieren, 555-80a meditation on the topic, Lloyd
7791 HHC l/63rd Armor,
“God’s Intangibles,”Mrs. Henry
Fort Riley, Kan., 66462.
Pyle on "Harvest and Nature,”
fields.
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Plan 30-Year

Township

197!)

William Bryght

Enqaqed

Anniversary
Event for Club

Permits Net

Van Raalte School

The Swingaroo Square Dance

William Bryant, one of the

Club of Holland win celebrate

$250,500

its'

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ketchum

in Holland township during Octo-

be the honored guests as

mem-

ber by Building Inspector Harry

they are the only charter

J. Nykerk.
Tbere were seven permits for
new houses totaling $162,500;
five house remodeling,$6,600;
four garages, $7,900,one indus-

bers stiH dancing with the chib.

Any former members are

SOPHOMORES WIN CUP-Lynn Walchen-

crowd includingparents especially

bach, of Flint, Hope College sophomore
class representative, holds the cup which
her class won in the annual Nykerk Cup
competition Saturday evening in the Holland Civic Center which had an overflow

and Dads Day. This is one of the
highlights in the annual competition between sophomores and freshmen each year.

The sophomores also won

act as hosts for the evening.

contractor.
16,

Pelch St., house and garage,
$20,000; self, contractor.

Elwood Worsted, lot

view

3, Plain-

subdivision, $18,000; self,

contractor.

Dave Van Ommen,
Rose Park No.

1,

lot 136

house and

garage, $15,000; self, contractor.

Dave

Van

houses on

Ommen.

lots 100, 134

and one

three

and

Rose Park No. 1; two

135,

$17,000

$13,500; self, contractor.

Rudy Melhorn, 12900 James
St., remodeling. $4,200; Art Wit-

teveen, contractor.

Albert Buttner. 115 Walnut
Ave., remodeling, $300; self,

Van Raalte school gymnasium.
His speech will include an

couraged to dress as they think
they would have dressed 30
years ago. Each person is also
asked to wear pearls in commemoration of the 30 years, and
his oldest Swingaroo badge.
Guests and members from other
Miss Donna Schipper
clubs are also invited.
Dennis Carlson of Grand Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Haven will call the square Schipper of route 5 announce
dance beginning at 8 p.m. He the engagement of their daughwill gear a portion of his proter, Donna, to Dale Scholten,
gram to square dancing of the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
40's.
Scholtenof 348 West 35th St.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Steinke of
Miss Schipper is a student
Benton Harbor will teach the
nurse at Bronson School of
square dance round of the
Nursing in Kalamazoo. Mr.
month, beginning at 7:30 and he
Scholtenis a student at Westwill also cue the round dancing
ern Michigan University, Kalabetween tips.
mazoo.
Mrs. Roger Van Lente, Mrs.
A late summer wedding is
Jack Zwiers and Mrs. Willard
being planned.
Rooks will be the hostesses.
Roger Van Lente, the president,
has asked the entire board to

Permits follow:
Marvin Wieren, three houses
with attached garages on lots,
15, 28 and 29 of Pilgrim Haven
subdivision, $15,000 each, selfJerald Kamphuis, section

in-

vited to attend this dance. Anyone attending the dance is en-

trial, $50,000.

for

invited

Mom

war over Black River

the annual tug of

this year.

contractor.

(Sentinel photo)

Paul McMarthy, 201 North

Etta

Aniline Ave., remodeling, $1,000;
self.contractor.

Philip Westerhoff,649 Tennis Ct., remodeling,$250; self,
contractor.

Ray Lamb, 455 West James
St., remodeling, $850; Harold

Stimulates Garden Club
An

informative afternoon

was

about her collection of materials

Willis Driesenga, 2418 142nd

and containers as she described each arrangement.
man, contractor.
For Thanksgiving,an orange
Lloyd Van Raalte, 152 River ceramic, pumpkin-shaped conHills Dr., garage, $2,000; self, tainer was used to hold a gourd,
contractor.
hedgeapple and spray of dyed
Peter Nagelkerk, 10557 Chi- oats. Driftwood,surrounded by
cago Dr., utility building, $700; a variety of gourds, and a scale,
Ave., garage, $2,500; Don Riet-

self, contractor.

balanced with fruit and nuts,
Boeve Oil Co., 610 West Lake- were effective decorations, and
wood Blvd., service station ad- for the children’s table, a “turdition, $4,800; Ray De Weerd key” centerpiece, using an orand Son, contractor.
ange straw container, one Bird
Holland Police Department, of Paradise bloom for the head,
Elberdine St., commercial build- sanseviera leaves for the tail
ing, $500; Art Witteveen,con- and a body of varied colored

$1,000;

self, contractor.

Fox Chapter

candle.

These same balustradesand
table legs used during the

Jay Janssen, 3600 100th Ave.,
Christmas season adorned with
agricultural building, $3,500;
sprays of greens, cones, pods,
self, contractor.
red ribbon and candles. A Mexi-

to the environment by the Internal Revenue Service.
Mr. Bryant is a 1966 graduate

GRAND HAVEN

Gilbert Moeller and Mrs. Donald Japinga.

Christmas wreath co-chairmen Mrs. John Dwyer and Mrs.
August Overway asked that all
wreath orders be in by Nov. 9,
and added that wreaths must
be picked up at the Civic Center the day of the workshop.
Mrs. Robert Albers was in
charge of the program and
hostesses were Mrs. L. C. Dalman and Mrs. Harold Taylor.

Mrs. Don De Vries

Mrs. DeVries
Will

Women

Moose
New Members

Install

of the

Women

‘

Marks Tenth
Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Dale

SERVICE

in

Chicago

The Dutch Heritage group

-LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU-

of

Painting

-

Decorating

• COMMERCIAL

ALUMINUM

to that of coal.

•

0

RESIDENTIAL

Brush, Spray, Airless

Spray Painting and Hot

V//A

In 1867 a tiny pebble was

Lacquer Wood Finishing

HOLLAND

PROMPT SERVICE

READY ROOFING

30 Year* Experienct

Phon* 392-9051

Bruis- of Harry Hoekstra, will perform for 25 million dollars. NinetyChicago Museum of five per cent of all diamonds

and Industry and on
sary Saturday.A supper was Dec. 5 in the newly dedicated
held at Van Raalte’s in Zeeland Dutch Heritage wing of the
with a cake and punch party Grand Rapids Museum.
following at the home of Mrs.
They have performed at every
Pearl Lamer.
Tulip Time festival since 1965
Guests in addition to the an- with their variety - costume
niversary couple and their son, show narrated by Mrs. Gregory
Kurt included Barbara Lamer, Stevenson who now lives in
Mr. and Mrs. John Lamer, Mr. Hong Kong. Mrs. Stevenson is
and Mrs. Jerry Lamer, Mr. and the former Mary Ellen Mrok.
Mrs. James Glockzin, Ben LaThe group, with its new narmer, Debra Lamer, Mr. and rator, also has been invited to
Mrs. Neil Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. perform in a Reformed Church
La Vern Root, and Mr. and in Grand Rapids which will celeMrs. Russ Vanden Bosch.
brate its centennialin Febru-

JOHN STERK

•nd

Vries of 27 0 found in a place to be known as

chart of 1671 State St., celebrat- in the
ed their tenth wedding anniver- Science

^

ROOFING

SIDING

Don De
South Cambridge,Holland Kimberly, the most famous
diamond mine. In 1889 RothHeights.
The group, under the direction childs bought the Kimberly mine
is Mrs.

DIRECTORY

worth millions of dollars even
though its compositionis near

Holland has a new narrator. She

Succumbs

688 So. Shore

HOWARD AVE.

125

Dr.

Graafschap Rd.

at

are found in the Belgian Congo.
In China the jade is

a most

precious stone. In ancient times

WATER WELLS

only the finest wife was allowed
to

wear

jade.

Amber was

the

M00I

earliest gem used for personal

adornment. Men used gems as
a favor to the Gods.
Imitation gems, as distinguished from synthetic gems
have been made since earliest
times. Immense quantities of
these paste gems are made in
France and elsewhere to be

Miss Gail Lynne Campbell

used in cheap jewelry.

The club members displayed
many of their precious and an-

the engagement of their daughter, Gail Lynne, to Steven C.
Kenneth Peirce showed colored Hollar, son of Mr. and Mrs.
slides of the trip Mr. and Mrs. Weldon G. Hollar of Tecumseh,
last

Japan.
Fourth Reformed Guild will
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the
church for the annual Prayer
and Praise service and guest

Miss Campbell is a graduate
of the Universityof Michigan
and is presently coordinator of
the University Science

Museum.

Mr. Hollar is attending the
Universityof Michigan and is
in his fifth year of architectural
engineering study.

night.

A

HAMILTON
Mfg. & Supply Co.

For Over 50

Yean
Water Is Our Business

Your Local Roofers

29

E.

6th

St.

Ph. 3924826

783 Chicago Drive

We Keep Holland Dry

396-4693

nregr estimates^

INDUSTRIAL-

COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL

BODY SHOP

-

• HEAVY SHEET METAL
WORK
• AIR CONDITIONING

—

DUCTS

Jan. 16 wedding is planned.

Two Cars Collide
Cars driven by Susie Van

•

HELI-ARC

•

EVES

and

Oss, 78, of route 1, Holland,
and Peter L. Schippa, 49, of

Paw Paw

Lawn and Farm

summer when Mich.

they attended the Exposition in

860

repairs.

PUMPS

Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Campbell of 10982 Riley St., announce

At the close of the meeting

made

and

irrigation .industrial supplies.

• ROOFING
• EAVES TROUGHING
• SIDING

tique pieces of jewelry.

Peirce

Home — Farm —Industry
Pumps, motors, sales, service

ROOFING

DUMP SHOP

WELDING
TROUGHING

GUTTERS

Quality Workmanship

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK

'

Dr., collided Sat-

urday at 10:32 a.m. at

HOLLAND

Paw Paw

SHEET METAL

and Legion Park Dr. Police said

Van Oss car was northbound
on Legion Park while the Schippa auto was westbound on Paw
Paw. She was cited for failure
to yield the right of way.
the

INC.

82 East 8th

BARBER FORD

R.E.

PHONE 392-3394

US41 and

E.

8th S».

PHONE 396-2361

St.

WANT SOFT
WATER?
CALL AND SAY

m

2 Suffer Serious

f

When

”

SAFES OPENED
AND REPAIRED

;

Car Strikes Tree
GRAND HAVEN - Esther

CombinationsChdngad
- locks Repaired

Miss Janice Sue Schrotenboer

Mr. and Mrs.

Raymond

Schrotenboer,route 2, Hamil-

Haisma, 30, of Nunica and her
assenger, Todd Van Valkenb urg, 5, of Grand Rapids, were
seriously injured at 11:33 p.m.
Friday when their car ran off
the southsideof Comstock St.
at Eighth Ave. in Wright Township and struck a tree.
Mrs. Haisma, pinned in the
wreckage until rescued by
Ottawa county sheriff’sdeputies
and the Marne rescue squad,
was in critical condition at
Grand Rapids’ Butterworth
Hospital with possible internal
injuries and fracturesof both
legs. .Vj[

ton, announce the engagement

of their daughter, Janice Sue,
to Randall Craig Eding, son of
Mr. , and Mrs. Howard Eding,
route 1, Hamilton.

A

fall

wedding

RELIABLE Sili
Service

PHONE 772-6471
OWNS)

RENTAL — HOME

208

COMMERCIAL

is being

Teacher Deputized
Richard Giordano, dean

&

us, according to action taken

the Board of Education
Monday night.

the

MIAA

-----

r- —liege's soccer team tied for
championship this fall with a 4-1 record. Mem-

bers of the championship club are shown front row (left to

right) Don Haines, Gordon Tobert, Manuel Cuba, Art
Hudak, Dave Clark, Sam Fumey and Dave Huang. Second
row, Tom Staal, Neil De Paoli, Scott Morrison,£idi Lopez,

Eric Brown, Carl Nascemerto, Nick Augustine, Bill

McAn-

drew and Bob Benchly.Top row, Wally Mertz, Carl Borsai
assistant coach, John White, Tom Grundvig, John Hoftie-

John Van Deursen, Neil Bangs, Evean Griffen,Dave
Bruggers,Roger Straw, Al Havinga nod Coach Gene Brown.

zer,

(Hope College photo)
i

Charles Ludwidge Dodgson
was the author of “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.”He
used the pseudonym Lew Car*
roll.

Automotive
Windshields Replaced

HAROLD

of

EyU

------

Holland

Tops In Service

to issue parking tickets to violators at the high school cam-

-

8th.

j

students at Holland High School,
will be deputized to enable him

-

E.

Easy Free Parking

planned.

’

ken right leg.
Deputies said the car was
heading west on Comstock 8L
^en the mishap occured. > )

"

'

phire and ruby. The diamond is Wolters, route 3, Holland.
Wolters is presently reporting
the hardest material known to
man. One diamond may be to his station in Spain.

Narrate

Show

Harry Drenten

ble internal injuries and a bro-

Elmer

ing his doctorate in Environ- 13 co-workerspresent.
mental Education and taking a
Three new members were incourse in Environmehtal Law stalled. They are Mrs. Donna
at the University of Michigan. Carey, Mrs. Lester Pugh and
Membership for the coming Mrs. Clyde Emmons. The enteryear for the Holland Area EAC tainmentfor the evening was a
will be accepted at this meet- poem entitled “The Praying
ing.
Hands” read by acting senior
regent Mrs. Wheaton.
There wijl be a special ConTwo Cars Collide
vocation Sunday,
Nov. 8, in,
Sui
Cars driven by Henry R. Marshall, Mich., honoring Mrs.
Elenbaas, 59, of 3477 Hubbard Berneth Emmons of the Holland
St., Hamilton, and James B. Chapter. Cars will leave the
Steininger, 16, of 348 West 34th Edward Wheaton residenceat
illii
St., collided
at Michigan Ave. 7:45 a.m. Anyone wishing to go
and 31st St. Friday at 9:12 p.m. should call Clare Cogbill before
and police cited Steininger, 6 p.m. Saturday.
westbound on 31st, for failure It
.unch was served by the Libto yield the right of way to rary Committee. The next meetElenbaas auto, southbound on ing will be held on Nov. 18 at
Michigan.
7 p.m.

of Mrs. Kenneth Peirce to
enjoy a program on “Jewelry.”
Mrs. Harvey Kleinheksel was in
charge of the program.
Wars have been fought for a
single gem, long before 1 A.D.
At that date it was specified
how many jewels one might
wear. The 18th century “lady”
wore rings on her toes. There
were many superstitions about
jewels. Billions of years ago Miss Janice Sue Vander Wilk
when molten earth began to
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Vander
solidify, a fine grained rock
cooled to form the crystal min- Wilk, 34 East 14th St., anerals we know as gem stones. nounce the engagement of their
Of the many gems only a daughter,Janice Sue, to Seafew qualify as precious. They man Recruit David L. Welters,
are the diamond, emerald, sap- son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald J.

Workshop Dec. 3 was announced by co-chairmen Mrs.

Rusk

Todd was in serious condition
at the same hospital with possi-

-

The regular meeting of the
of the Moose Chapter
of the University of New Hamp- 1010 was opened Wednesday by
shire where he majored in Zoo- the College of Regents, Mrs.
logy. He is presently complet- Edward Wheaton. There were

The Etta Fox Chapter of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bruis- ary, 1971.
chart
and Mrs. Wilma Haver- For their appearancesin
can papier-macheshepherd,
with a yellow print cloak, add- kamp were unable to attend the Chicago and Grand Rapids, the
ed a dimension to the tradition- event.
group, which consists of all Holland talent, is working on its
al red and green of Christmas,
Jack Me Donald and Miss
as Mrs. Christensen compleall new Christmas and St. NickRuth Vander Ploeg were united
olas program in contrast to its
mented the figure with glycerin marriage last Friday eveTulip Time performance.
inized holly sprays, yellow pomning. They are making their
at 73
pon mums and a pussy willow
home on 8th St. in Holland.
“crook” set on a black lacPLAINWELL — Harry Dren- Circuit Court Grants
Garry Miedema son of Mr.
quered two-tiered base.
ten, 73, Grace Rd., Kalamazoo, Two Divorce Decrees
and Mrs. Arnold Miedema apA variety of angels were a former Hamilton resident,
peared at the consistory meetGRAND HAVEN - Two dishown, ranging from tiny Swiss died at Pitt Memorial Hospital
ing last week to make profession
vorces were granted in Ottawa
of his faith. Public profession straw ones and handmade early Thursday.
Circuit Court Thursday:
starchedmuslin ones to a goldHe was a plastering contrac- Lloyd Berwald of Grand
will take place on Sunday evesprayed coconut fibre one made tor in Kalamazoo.
ning Nov. 22.
Haven from Susan Berwald
The surgery of little Bruce in Hawaii, with which coffee Survivingare his wife, Cora; and the defendant was given
De Roo has been postponed. tree foliage, native to Hawaii, one son, David of Kalamazoo; custody of two children.
Mr. and Mrs. David Kuyers and red carnationswere ar- a brother, Jacob Drenten of
Betty Tokarczyk of Grand
Hamilton; four sisters, Mrs. Haven from Theodore Tokarof Rockford were Sunday eve- ranged on a wood slat base.
A hand-craftedgolden angel Gertrude Kempkers,Mrs. Bert czyk and custody of one child
mng guests of their parents Mr.
incorporating
a container on Voss and Mrs. Herman Nyhof, was given to the plaintiff.
and Mrs. John Kuyers attending
evening serviceswith them in either side of its skirt, into all of Hamilton and Mrs. I. D.
A judgment of separate mainwhich Mrs. Christensen simply Fleisher of Athens and two tenance was granted in the
Rusk.
Parent-Teachers Conferences placed two bunches of air fern, sisters-in-law,Mrs. John and case Louis H. Nienhouse of
will be held this week at Unity “for the gal who doesn’t like to Mrs. Henry Drenten, both of Ferrysburg vs. Alvina M. Nienmake arrangements,” brought Hamilton.
Christian High School.
house.
Mr. and Mrss. John Hirdes of
North Blendon were guests Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Harsevoort and Arlen.
They also attended the evening services at Rusk.

Injuries

explanation of the latest threat

home

applause from the audience, but

Party

pompon mums.

For the period between
Suburban Furniture. 11124 Chicago Dr., commercial building, Thanksgiving and Christmas,a
$500; Harold Langejans, con- ceramic deerhead, displayed
with fall foliage,nuts and pinetractor.
A1 Mannes, 2093 104th Ave., cones, could later be used as
commercial building, $1,000; the center for a wreath, while
candle rings of cones and nuts
self, contractor.
Wiley’s Cleaning Service, 221 lend themselves to a simple
West Lakewood Blvd., commer- change of candle colors. A tall,
cial building. $10,000; self con- wooden balustradewas draped
in a Hogarth curve with glycertractor.
Big Dutchman Inc., 200 Frank- inized spiral eucalyptus, anlin St., $50,000; R. L. Rice and tiqued artificial grapes, rose
hips, nuts and bittersweet berAssociates,contractor.
Harold Nagelkerk, section 3, ries, topped by an orange
agricultural building,

Crachy

For

On Gems, Jewelry

the obvious crowd-pleasewas
an arrangement of green fern,
coffee foliage, red carnations
and white starburstmums on
an antique pewter candle mold,
offset by two red tapers.
A business meeting was conducted by Mrs. Donald KingsWest Lakewood Blvd., garage, manner, she added anecdotes ley, president. The Christmas

tractor.

Reduced

Has Program

'Designs for Holidays'

Langejans,contractor.
spent Thursday at the Woman's
Carl Meyer, 11441 Riley, conLiteraryClub, when Mrs. Ruscrete basement wall, $1,500;
sell Christensenof Skokie, 111.,
self, contractor.
teacher and lecturer on flower
Clarence Nyenhuis, 10450 arranging, demonstratedher
Mary Ann St., garage, $2,500;
“Designs for the Holidays” to
Albert Mannes, contractor.
the Holland Garden Club.
William Van Byssum, 592 Working in a relaxed but deft
$900; self, contractor.

Is

vironmental Teach-In held last Crachy, 42, Chicago,sentenced
March at the University of more than .10 years ago to 20
Michigan, will speak on ‘The to 30 years in state prison as
Aftermath of Earth Day” at a third offender, had bis sentence reduced to 10 to 15 years
the meeting of the Holland with no recommendation,when
Area Environmental Action he appeared before, Judge RayCouncil at 8 p.m. Tuesday at mond L. Smith in Ottawa Cir-

Avenue School
wifl

week long En-

planners of the

30th anniversary with a

dance Saturday, in the Apple

Twenty-nine building permits
totaling $250,500were issued

Speaker at

C

Term

Prison

Convertible Tops
Seat Covers

LANGEJANS

Home
Window Glass Replaced

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
and HOME BUILDER

Screens Repaired

• STORE FRONTS
• REMODELING
• CEMENT WORK

PITTSBURG PAINta
Wallpaper*
Mirrors

429 W.

22nd

,

Ph.

3924983

*

Auto Top

No Job Too Urge or Too Smsti

Mi

Inc.

S9M*H

_

